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Detection of structural damage before propagation or failure is the main focus of 
structural health monitoring.  A large amount of literature exists, yet no work compares damage 
detection indicators or their thresholds.  In order to generate an inspection tool that visually 
reveals both damage severity and location, the Structural Health Evaluation, SHE™, program 
was developed.   
Using MATLAB, the SHE™ program contains custom code for signal processing, modal 
decomposition, and structural health indication.  For any structure, this program can use time 
history data from any sensor with any excitation to produce damage plots.  Operational deflected 
shapes are produced for two cases, an as-built baseline and a damaged state, which are then 
compared via eleven damage indices derived from six published indicators.   
A 1:12 scale model reinforced concrete highway bridge was constructed, and modal 
decomposition was verified using baseline tap test measurements.  The resulting tri-axial 
accelerometer data was then imported into the SHE™ program, and nine unique operational 
deflected shapes were then compared to several damage scenarios.  In order to physically 
simulate boundary softening for a 1200-pound slab, bearings were inserted under one pier 
(asymmetrical) or both piers (symmetrical).  For each case, frequency content was analyzed, 
peaks were chosen, and operational deflected shapes were obtained.  Comparing modes revealed 




Observations were made regarding the effectiveness of each index in detecting and 
locating damage of this model bridge.  All indices were adequate for detecting damage severity; 
however, accuracy of damage location separates index performance.  Representing an abnormal 
damaging event, asymmetrical damage is most easily located because as-built data leads to larger 
numerical differences in the damage indices.  Incremental asymmetrical damage is located by the 
damage indices but performance declines as damage severity lessens between cases.  
Representing aging, symmetrical damage is not directly located by the damage indices, most 
likely because it is most evident in higher modes which are innately more difficult to identify by 
modal decomposition. 
Overall, a less subjective manner of bridge inspection or post-event analysis would 
benefit bridge inspectors by augmenting observations as well as the public by improving safety.  
Three indices (Damage Location Vector, Flexibility Absolute Difference, and Normalized Modal 
Flexibility Index) were found to perform best for damage location on the model bridge: these can 
now be more carefully considered on future reinforced concrete structures.  Future research will 
employ the versatile SHE™ program to aid in identifying the best indicator(s) for certain 
structural classes as well as overall aging.  As currently built, the SHETM program is most useful 
for major post-event damage detection and location when pre-event data is available.   
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Structural health monitoring is gaining popularity due to the immense benefit to public 
safety that a monitoring system can potentially provide.  The idea of preventing a possible 
catastrophic event by early damage detection is one that appeals to all engineers.  Data from a 
monitoring system can be used in a variety of ways, and herein the aim is to evaluate both the 
location and severity of structural damage. 
Detecting structural damage begins by instrumenting a structure with sensors from which 
data is collected.  To gather the required data, a variety of sensors can be employed: conventional 
sensors, such as accelerometers and strain gages, as well as contemporary instruments, such as 
digital video cameras and global positioning systems (GPS) [1].  The data can then be used to 
calculate the dynamic properties of the structure, including a structure’s natural frequencies and 
mode shapes.  These modal frequencies and shapes are obtained for the undamaged structure in 
order to establish a baseline case. Later, after an event or significant aging, the measurements are 
reacquired, and the new modal frequencies and shapes can be compared to the earlier baseline. 
Severity of damage can be somewhat judged by frequency shifts although exact formulae are 
impossible.  In order to locate damage, the mode shape comparison is the basis of most structural 
health algorithms and can give spatial insight into the structure’s current state of health. 
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Structures do not have to be permanently instrumented to be monitored.  Instead, a 
cheaper alternative would be to develop a maintenance regimen in which workers periodically 
collect data with movable sensors.  Depending on the advancements made in structural health 
monitoring in the future, this method could replace visual inspections as a less subjective and 
more accurate manner in which to evaluate structural health and remaining life.   A sensitive 
processing procedure could reveal the presence of minor damage before propagation or failure 
occurs.  Visual health output would assist decision-makers in selecting ideal repair actions, 
hopefully before a disaster. 
A catastrophic event that could have possibly been avoided through a monitoring regimen 
is the collapse of the I-35W Mississippi River Bridge.  An eight-lane bridge in Minneapolis, 
Minnesota, the bridge was a steel truss arch that carried 140,000 vehicles daily [2].  Bridge 
construction began in 1965 and was opened to traffic in 1967.  The estimated life-span of the 
bridge was 55 to 60 years with reconstruction scheduled for 2020-2025 [3].  A 2006 report 
prepared by the Minnesota Department of Transportation (MnDOT) classified the bridge as 
“poor” due to corrosion  and existing fatigue crack repairs to the approach spans and truss cross 
beam [4]. 
During rush hour traffic on August 1, 2007, the bridge collapsed killing 13 people and 
injuring 145.  An investigation by the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) found that 
the main cause of the collapse was under-sized gusset plates [5, 6].  The gusset plates in some 
locations were too thin, at half an inch, to support the increases in deck loading that occurred 
over time.  An interim report released by the NTSB illustrates the inadequacy of the gusset plates 
in those locations by stating that they provided only about one-half of the resistance required by 
the design loadings [7].  Images from 2003 showed slightly bowed gusset plates under the bridge 
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deck, but this was missed by annual visual inspections.  An active structural health regimen 
could have highlighted dynamic property shifts in the gusset plates, such as indication of 
dramatically increased bending or sidesway in the mode shapes.  This regimen could have saved 
lives and the bridge itself by indicating the need for a structural retrofit of those plates. 
A structural health regimen may have avoided the non-catastrophic but extremely costly 
sinking of a pier on the Leo Frigo Memorial Bridge.  The Frigo Bridge is a four-lane, tied-arch 
bridge carrying 34,900 vehicles daily across the Fox River in Green Bay, Wisconsin [8].  The 
bridge was opened to traffic in 1981 and can be considered a relatively “new” bridge in terms of 
the aging infrastructure present in the United States.  
On September 25, 2013, drivers alerted emergency dispatchers that there was a “dip in 
the bridge,” prompting the immediate and then indefinite closure of the structure.  The “dip” was 
caused by one pier, Pier 22, having settled two feet.  An investigation by the Wisconsin 
Department of Transportation found that the supporting piles under the pier had entirely 
corroded due to an interaction between water and fill material.  This corrosion led to the buckling 
of piles beneath Pier 22 [9], which would certainly not be found by visual inspection.  A 
structural health monitoring regimen, however, would have detected the global dynamic property 
shifts from the slight pier settlement: for example, frequency content would change in the deck, 
and more bending in the mode shapes would be indicated.  A more thorough investigation could 
show that the pier’s boundary condition was no longer fixed due to the corrosion underneath. 
These studies could have been conducted before the piles completely failed, saving a large 
amount of taxpayer money. 
The need for this type of work is urgent. The American Society of Civil Engineers 
(ASCE) releases a report card for American infrastructure every four years.  The most recent 
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release in 2013 graded America’s bridges as “mediocre” and mentioned that there are over 200 
million trips taken across structurally deficient bridges every day in the 102 largest metropolitan 
areas [10].  Similarly, the National Bridge Inspection Program conducted by the Federal 
Highway Administration found that almost 25% of the over 600,000 bridges in the United States 
are classified as either structurally deficient or functionally obsolete as of 2012 [11].  Even more 
alarming is the reliability of visual bridge inspection of highway bridges. A 2001 study by the 
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) found that in-depth visual inspections are not likely to 
detect the specific defects that FHWA prescribes.  Less than 8% of inspectors noted any of the 
implanted localized defects during the study and, when asked, many inspectors were also unable 
to identify the presence of important structural aspects of the bridge that they were inspecting 
[12].  A monitoring regimen could reduce the cost, time, and subjectivity of these visual 
inspections, which would allow current maintenance funding to be stretched further and 
hopefully lead to a safer infrastructure for Americans. 
Thus, the ability to detect structural damage before it propagates is the main focus of 
structural health monitoring and evaluation.  Considering the current state of infrastructure in the 
United States, many structures would benefit from a structural health monitoring regimen.  This 




A variety of summary papers on the structural health monitoring (SHM) field itself 
provide a blanket overview of its objectives and limitations.  SHM is generally described as a 
system that is “autonomous for the continuous monitoring, inspection, and damage detection of 
(a structure) with minimum labor involvement” [13].  Brownjohn summarizes several 
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approaches to the monitoring of various civil structures stating that the expense as well as the 
strategic importance of civil infrastructure justifies the cost of implementing structural health 
systems.  The diverse cases of infrastructure must be evaluated separately due to the uniqueness 
of each structure.  It then follows that type-testing cannot provide an acceptable baseline for each 
class of structure.  Brownjohn also mentions that one of the aims of present-day research in SHM 
is to extract the maximum useful information from measured data at a minimum cost while 
minimizing the interference caused by the human element [14].  Ko and Ni mention several 
envisioned goals for structural health systems, including the ability to provide information for 
safety assessment immediately after extreme events as well as the ability to provide evidence for 
rehabilitation, maintenance, and repair [15]. 
Due to its cross-disciplinary nature, a vast amount of literature exists on the topic of 
structural health monitoring, but only the most relevant works are summarized herein.  The first 
subsection addresses literature focused on experiments: instrumentation, setup, and structures.  
The latter subsection expands on various damage indicators and their application to real and 
modeled structures.  Both sections are important to consider for the construction of a standalone 
health evaluation program. 
 
 
1.2.1. Structural Health Experiments 
Many papers have been published that include experiments performed on bridges as well 
as some other structures.  These real-world experiments provide examples for data acquisition, 
experimental setup, and structural excitation.  For this thesis, the most relevant papers are those 
that deal with the testing of short and long span bridges since this directly applies to the chosen 
experiment.   
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Gomez et al. performed tests on eight years of data collected from a permanently 
instrumented concrete box girder bridge in Southern California.  Of their eleven accelerometer 
data channels, six were measured in the transverse direction, three measured the vertical 
direction, and two measured the longitudinal direction.  Data was sampled at a rate of 100 Hz for 
a time period of 60 seconds, and collection was triggered whenever an event exceeded 0.002g, 
the set noise level.  Background noise was reduced by applying a Butterworth infinite impulse 
response filter of order 8 and a bandpass filter (with a lower frequency of 1 Hz and an upper 
frequency of 10 Hz) to the data. In-service traffic excitation varied up to a magnitude of 0.045g 
in the vertical direction.  The earthquake response was noted by the researchers to be of similar 
magnitude to the maximum traffic response.  Frequency domain decomposition was used in 
order to determine the dynamic properties of the bridge.  During their study, Gomez et al. 
measured a 7% to 8% reduction in the natural frequencies for the first three modes over a period 
of eight years.  There were no sudden changes in either their recorded frequency data or the 
shape of their modes, indicating that natural aging caused the frequency decrease rather than 
seismic activity or discrete damage events.  Due to the limited number of sensors in their test, 
only partial mode shapes of the bridge could be plotted; however, it was evident to the 
researchers that there existed vertical and horizontal coupling for the first 3 modes.  From their 
testing of a concrete box girder bridge, the authors conclude that a mobile bridge monitoring 
system would be economically beneficial as the return for a network of bridges would be 
significant [16]. 
Wiberg and Karoumi studied a railway bridge in Stockholm, Sweden, in order to measure 
its dynamic behavior and compare the results to existing finite element (FE) models of the 
bridge.  The authors worried that the simplifications present in the finite element model may not 
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accurately represent the behavior of the bridge itself.  The bridge itself is 833 meters (m) in 
length and consists of 11 spans with the main spans having a length of 78 m each.  Its response 
was recorded for a single train passage: this work mentions that this output-only method of 
excitation is commonly used for highway bridges but not railway bridges.  The bridge was 
instrumented with accelerometers, strain transducers, and fiber optic sensors as well as one 
displacement transducer.  Six single-axis accelerometers were used in the study and were 
mounted on the structure at three different locations.  Five of the six accelerometers were 
mounted for measurements in the vertical direction while the other accelerometer was mounted 
in the transverse direction.  Wiberg and Karoumi took care to ensure cabling and the data 
acquisition system (DAQ) was carefully protected.  Accelerometers used in the experiment were 
Si-Flex SF1500S accelerometers, and the DAQ consisted of two MGCplus Digital Frontend 
modules with ML55B carrier frequency amplifiers (HBM).  Using the model, the maximum 
frequency of interest for the rail bridge was determined to be 75 Hz, and a Hanning window was 
applied to the time history data.  Despite the immense acquired data, only one experimental 
structural mode could be compared to the FE model.  Most of the fixed accelerometers were 
located at modeled points of inflection, leaving the authors to conclude that a system of movable 
accelerometers is necessary. This requires fewer physical sensors but provides a larger array of 
spatial data [17]. 
Yi et al. analyzed accelerometer data from a highway bridge in California in order to 
update a finite element model.  The Jamboree Road Overcrossing Bridge is a typical three-span, 
cast-in-place box-girder bridge.  The bridge itself consists of three spans of 35.5, 46.1, and 30.3 
meters for a total length of 110.9 meters.  Fifteen channels of acceleration data were collected 
from the bottom of the bridge: seven vertical channels, six transverse channels, and two 
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longitudinal channels.  The bridge was excited by normal operating use, including both traffic 
and wind.  Acceleration data was collected at a sampling frequency of 100 Hz for 120 seconds.  
The commercial FE program SAP2000 was used to create a model of the bridge based upon the 
bridge’s measured ambient response.  The vertical modes of the structure were found to be more 
reliably estimated by the FE model than the transverse modes [18]. 
Gangone et al. deployed a wireless sensor system (WSS) consisting of 90 wireless (and 
some wired) sensors including accelerometers, strain transducers, and temperature sensors.  A 
highway bridge with three 45-foot spans in Waddington, NY, was chosen for deployment of the 
sensor system.  Testing took place over a period of two days with the first being most germane to 
this work.  Output-only accelerometer readings were gathered by exciting the bridge with a large 
truck starting at rest and traveling across the bridge at 10 to 15 miles per hour.  A total of thirty 
dual-axis accelerometers were used on the bridge, recording a total of sixty vibration 
measurements simultaneously.  The sample length for the test was three minutes at a rate of 512 
Hz.  Recorded data was then passed through a low-pass filter and decimated to 128 Hz before 
transmission.  First-order natural frequencies of vertical modes were generally between 8 and 13 
Hz.  There was also a large spike around 4 Hz resulting from a lateral mode [19].   
Siringoringo et al. measured and analyzed dynamic characteristics of an overpass during 
full-scale destructive testing.  Located in Austria, the S101 Overpass Bridge was a post-
tensioned concrete bridge consisting of three spans: two side spans of 12 meters and a main span 
of 32 meters (width of 6.6 meters).  The bridge was equipped with six tri-axial accelerometers 
which were moved to accommodate various sensor configurations.  Destructive testing was 
performed by cutting the pier just above the footing and placing a hydraulic jack on the bottom 
of the column for temporary support.  The jack was gradually lowered to simulate vertical 
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settlement of the pier column.  The authors concluded that non-uniform pier settlement 
significantly affects the structure’s global stiffness, which was most evident by significant 
frequency changes of lower-order modes.  These frequency shifts were more apparent in 
torsional modes than in bending modes.  The damage also locally altered the mode shapes since 
significant increases in modal displacements of pier-girder nodes were observed.  Damping was 
also found to have increased from 1.5% on the undamaged overpass to 2.5 to 3% in the damaged 
case [20]. 
Nayeri et al. analyzed the dynamic response of the Long Beach Public Safety Building 
(LBPSB) before, during, and after significant seismic mitigation retrofitting took place. Located 
in Los Angeles, the LBPSB is a six-story, rectangular, steel-frame building (270 x 70 ft) housing 
critical city services: the city police, the city jail, and the office of emergency services. Thus, this 
building must always remain fully functional while also being safe for its users.  The retrofitted 
structure was stiffened by the addition of shear walls at various locations and in different 
orientations.  The LBPSB was instrumented with fourteen accelerometers: six in the transverse 
direction, six in the longitudinal direction, and two in the vertical direction.  Recordings were 
acquired at 100 Hz for 400 seconds, which was later increased to 1214 seconds.  Note that this 
recording length was arbitrarily selected by the building owners and the data was later provided 
to the authors.  A Hanning window was also applied to post-process the collected data.  Since 
applying a known force would be costly, if not infeasible, the importance of ambient vibration as 
the excitation source was highlighted in this work.  The results of the study showed that the 
researchers were able to extract and compare modal displacements from ambient excitation of 
the building.  At least four mode shapes could be found with certainty – more than enough to 
compare for damage indication.  However, some of the higher order modes were lost in the noise 
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level as they were not adequately excited because of the small ambient excitation observed in 
this case [21]. 
Caicedo tested the ASCE-SHM benchmark structure – a four-story scaled building at the 
University of British Columbia – to identify modal characteristics of the structure.  This paper 
contains statements regarding general rules when monitoring civil structures.  Caicedo states that 
achieving controlled excitation of a civil structure is difficult due to its size as well as the 
influence of inherent excitation sources, such as wind and traffic, which are difficult to isolate.  
Owners of civil structures are also reluctant to fully close structures for testing due to loss of 
productivity.  The author used 1024 points for his frequency response, a sampling frequency of 
200 Hz, and a sample length of 60 seconds.  Lower frequency structures require a longer sample 
length in order to capture the same number of cycles as higher frequency structures.  In order to 
comply with the Nyquist criterion, a good rule of thumb is to have the sampling frequency to be 
twice the highest frequency of interest, but Caicedo states that it is not recommended to select a 
sample frequency much higher than that [22]. 
Overall, many researchers performing modal analysis on concrete bridges began with 
very high sample rates only to decimate their data during analysis [23, 19].  Others, who studied 
a variety of large civil structures, used sample rates varying from 50 Hz to 200 Hz while 
gathering their data [24, 18, 22].  These low sample rates are utilized because civil structures are 
massive, having many modal frequencies below 200 Hz.  In fact, these studies provide some idea 
of the general frequency range of interest.  It also helps that lowering the sample rate reduces the 
size of the files allowing for a longer sample time or the storage of more files before running out 
of memory.  Note that these papers provide excellent data analyses but do not venture into 
quantifying damage severity or location. 
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1.2.2. Damage Indicators 
Johnson et al. point out that acquisition of pertinent structural data is not currently of 
critical concern.  The present need is the development of algorithms to process collected data and 
provide useful measures of a structure’s current state [25]. Statistical analyses have assisted in 
the data post-processing by producing practical indices, but the structural quantity to analyze, 
denoted as an indicator, is still an open issue. In this new health field, the first developed 
methods judged only damage severity, but later methods incorporate additional spatial 
information.  Many of these methods involve direct comparisons between two different mode 
shapes from the same structure: a baseline mode shape and a damaged mode shape.  These 
shapes are obtained from either modal decomposition of an experimental structure’s response to 
an excitation or as an output from a finite element program.  Various damage indicators as well 
as established indices are presented here. 
 
 
1.2.2.1. Modal Assurance Criterion (MAC) 
Defined in 1982 by Allemang and Brown [26], Modal Assurance Criterion (MAC) is the 
most prevalent method for determining modal correlation between experimental and analytical 
models [27].  MAC is a damage indicator that directly compares each baseline mode shape to the 
corresponding damaged one.  This measure uses each mode shape expressed as a single vector of 
deformations with dimension selected by data density. The MAC value of two mode shape 
vectors ϕi and ϕi* can be defined as 
𝑴𝑨𝑪𝒊 = �𝝋𝒊𝝋𝒊∗�𝟐�𝝋𝒊𝝋𝒊𝑻��𝝋𝒊∗𝑻𝝋𝒊∗�   .                                           (Eqn. 1-1) 
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where ϕi is the undamaged mode shape for the ith mode and ϕi* is the damaged mode shape for 
the ith mode.  The result is an ix1 matrix with values for the correlation of each mode.  A MAC 
value of 1 represents full correlation (no damage) whereas a value of 0 represents no correlation 
(possibility of major damage) [28]. 
As MAC is a common damage index, several researchers have examined its 
effectiveness.  Heo et al. used MAC to detect the presence of damage in a three-story frame.  In 
this experiment, MAC successfully detected the decrease in joint stiffness of the frame [29].  
Baghiee et al. tested nine reinforced concrete beam specimens in order to study how the 
occurrence of damage correlated with the dynamic characteristics of the beams.  Static and 
dynamic tests were performed, and an experimental modal analysis was run following each step.  
Although having an overall low sensitivity to damage, MAC results on the concrete beams 
indicated an overall downward trend after each damage step with the decrease becoming more 
pronounced for higher modes [27].  Brasiliano et al. used MAC to identify damage in a five-
meter long continuous concrete beam modeled using finite element software.  The beam model 
had 50 equal elements with each node having two degrees of freedom: a transverse displacement 
and a rotation.  Damage was introduced by reducing the inertia and area of the elements, and 
MAC presented variations in all considered modes and was more evident in higher modes.  
However, the MAC values were all near enough to unity to determine that MAC was not 
sensitive enough to detect local damage [30].  Other researchers have also noted that MAC has a 
low sensitivity to local damage [31, 32, 28].  It can be concluded that MAC is an adequate 
damage index for detecting the presence of global damage to a structure but is not sensitive 




1.2.2.2. Coordinate Modal Assurance Criterion (COMAC) 
The Coordinate Modal Assurance Criterion (COMAC) is similar to MAC in that it 
correlates undamaged and damaged mode shapes.  COMAC, however, also incorporates the 
location at which data was recorded in order to highlight where damage has occurred.  This 
measure uses the set of mode shapes expressed as a vector with rows expressing individual 
modes and columns expressing spatial density. The COMAC value of two mode shape vectors ϕij 
and ϕij* can be defined as 
𝑪𝑶𝑴𝑨𝑪𝒋 = �∑ �𝝋𝒊𝒋𝝋𝒊𝒋∗ �𝒎𝒊=𝟏 �𝟐∑ 𝝋𝒊𝒋𝟐𝒎𝒊=𝟏 ∑ 𝝋𝒊𝒋∗ 𝟐𝒎𝒊=𝟏   .                                         (Eqn. 1-2) 
where ϕij and ϕij* are the undamaged and damaged mode shapes, respectively, each representing 
the ith mode’s displacement at node j.  COMAC is the measure of the correlation between points, 
j, after summing over all modes, m.  The result is a 1xj matrix with values for the correlation 
between the undamaged and damaged mode shapes at each measurement location.  As with 
MAC, a value of 1 represents full correlation (no damage) whereas a value of 0 represents no 
correlation (possibility of major damage) [28]. 
COMAC was used as a damage index by many of the same researchers using MAC to 
additionally locate damage.  Baghiee et al. noted that COMAC detected the change in stiffness at 
each degree of freedom and accurately determined the location of damage induced in their 
concrete beams [27].  Brasiliano et al. concluded that COMAC was unable to accurately detect 
damage location when considering higher modes, but there was a noticeable variation near the 
damaged region of the beam for lower modes [30].  Providing a basic threshold, Ndambi et al. 
observed drops in COMAC values of up to 15% at the failure of reinforced concrete beams.  
COMAC was able to generalize the damage location on a reinforced concrete beam; however, 
the researchers were unable to gauge the damage severity from COMAC values for each loading 
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1.2.2.3. Modal Flexibility 
Gutschmidt and Cornwell suggest a damage indicator based upon changes in flexibility of 
mode shapes.  Given that a structure’s flexibility is inversely proportional to its stiffness and that 
a structure becomes less stiff as damage is incurred, an indicator based on a structure’s flexibility 
should be able to indicate the presence of softening damage.  A proportional flexibility matrix 
can be determined by the relationship 
𝑭𝒊𝒋 = 𝟏𝝎𝒊𝟐 𝝋𝒊𝒋𝝋𝒊𝒋𝑻  .                                               (Eqn. 1-3) 
where Fij is the proportional flexibility matrix, ϕij is the mode shape representing the ith mode’s 
displacement at node j, and ωi is the natural frequency corresponding to the ith mode [33].  This 
proportional flexibility matrix has been used by other researchers in a variety of detection 
algorithms. 
Huth et al. proposed an index that analyzes the difference between the proportional 
flexibility matrix of the undamaged modes, Fij, and that of the damaged modes, Fij*. 
Mathematically, 
∆𝑭𝒊𝒋 = �𝑭𝒊𝒋∗ − 𝑭𝒊𝒋�  .                                               (Eqn. 1-4) 
where ΔFij is the absolute difference of the two matrices.  Damage is located by the column of 
the resulting matrix that displays the largest changes in the absolute flexibility.  While this 
method is able to detect the location of the structural damage, it is not an accurate gauge of 
damage severity [34]. 
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Sun et al. proposed another damage index based on the proportional flexibility matrix, 
the Modal Flexibility Index (MFI).  The MFI uses only the diagonal terms of the flexibility 
matrix of the undamaged and damaged modes. That is, 
𝑴𝑭𝑰𝒋 = �𝑭𝒋𝒋∗ −𝑭𝒋𝒋�𝑭𝒋𝒋   .                                                    (Eqn. 1-5) 
where MFIj is the MFI of the structure for the jth node while Fjj and Fjj* are matrices consisting of 
the diagonal terms of the undamaged and damaged proportional flexibility matrix, respectively.  
To more clearly demonstrate the presence of damage, the MFI is often standardized. The 
normalized MFI, ZMFIj, is represented by 
𝒁𝑴𝑭𝑰𝒋 = 𝑴𝑭𝑰𝒋−𝝁𝒋𝝈𝒋   .                                                  (Eqn. 1-6) 
where MFIj is the modal flexibility index of the structure, μj is its mean, and σj is its standard 
deviation.  For the normalized modal flexibility index, values outside of -2 ≤ ZMFIj ≤ 2 indicate 
locations of damage with a 95% confidence interval.  This method has been found to accurately 
predict the location of damage on a cable-stayed bridge [35]. 
During the development of the Ole Miss program, another damage index based upon the 
proportional flexibility matrix was developed.  This damage index is similar to the MFI except 
that it utilizes the percent difference of the entire proportional flexibility matrix instead of the 
diagonals. Mathematically, 
𝒑𝒅𝑭𝒊𝒋 = �𝑭𝒊𝒋∗ −𝑭𝒊𝒋�𝑭𝒊𝒋   .                                                  (Eqn. 1-7) 
where pdFij is the percent difference of the damaged proportional flexibility matrix, Fij*, and the 




1.2.2.4. Modal Curvature 
Sun et al. also use mode shape curvature as a damage indicator.  The curvature of a mode 
shape is the second derivative of the modal displacement function and is expected to be a more 
sensitive metric than mode shape alone.  When a structure is damaged, its stiffness is reduced 
leading to an increased curvature [35].  Mode shape curvature can be determined by second order 
central finite difference as 
𝜿𝒊𝒋 = 𝝋𝒊(𝒋+𝟏)−𝟐𝝋𝒊𝒋+𝝋𝒊(𝒋−𝟏)𝒉𝟐   .                                           (Eqn. 1-8) 
where 𝜅ij is the curvature of the ith mode at node j, ϕij is the mode shape representing the ith 
mode’s displacement at node j, and h is the distance between two successive measured locations 
[36, 28]. 
One algorithm using mode shape curvature is absolute difference, employed by Pandey et 
al. as 
∆𝜿𝒊𝒋 = �𝜿𝒊𝒋∗ − 𝜿𝒊𝒋�  .                                               (Eqn. 1-9) 
where Δ𝜅ij is the absolute difference of the curvature, 𝜅ij is the curvature of the undamaged mode, 
and 𝜅ij* is the curvature of the damaged mode.  High Δ𝜅ij values indicate possible damaged 
locations [28].  Brasiliano et al. also utilized the difference in mode shape curvature to accurately 
locate damage in a modeled concrete beam with the greatest changes occurring in the damaged 
regions [30].   
Other indices use division for comparison of modal curvature. The metric tdiv𝜅j employs 
the sum of the damaged curvature, 𝜅ij*, summed over all m modes and the undamaged curvature, 
𝜅ij, also summed over all m modes. Then division is applied as 
𝒕𝒅𝒊𝒗𝜿𝒋 = ∑ 𝜿𝒊𝒋∗𝒎𝒊=𝟏∑ 𝜿𝒊𝒋𝒎𝒊=𝟏   .                                                (Eqn. 1-10) 
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where the output tdiv𝜅j has the dimensions of 1xj with curvature division values for each 
measurement location.  A damage index was also proposed for this thesis utilizing division of the 
damaged curvature matrix, 𝜅ij*, by the undamaged curvature matrix, 𝜅ij, such that 
𝒅𝒊𝒗𝜿𝒊𝒋 = 𝜿𝒊𝒋∗𝜿𝒊𝒋  .                                                    (Eqn. 1-11) 
High values of div𝜅ij indicate possible damaged locations for each mode, i.   
Baghiee et al. also manipulated the mode shape curvature to produce a unique damage 
index involving COMAC. Mathematically, 
𝑪𝑶𝑴𝑨𝑪 𝜿𝒋 = �∑ 𝜿𝒊𝒋𝜿𝒊𝒋∗𝒎𝒊=𝟏 �𝟐∑ 𝜿𝒊𝒋𝟐𝒎𝒊=𝟏 ∙∑ 𝜿𝒊𝒋∗ 𝟐𝒎𝒊=𝟏   .                                   (Eqn. 1-12) 
where COMAC𝜅j is the COMAC value of the mode shape curvature for each node j.  The authors 
concluded that COMAC𝜅j showed much more promise as a meaningful damage index: it was 




1.2.2.5. Strain Energy 
Ndambi et al. proposed a method that manipulates experimental mode shapes into a 
mathematical expression for strain energy that can be used to detect damage.  The proposed 
indicator assumes that the entire structure is comprised of Bernoulli-Euler beams between each 
sensor location. The strain energy of each beam given by the equation 
𝑼𝒊𝒋 = 𝟏𝟐 ∫ (𝑬𝑰)𝒋 �𝜹𝟐𝝋𝒊𝜹𝒙𝟐 �𝟐 𝒅𝒙𝒍𝒋𝟎   .                                   (Eqn. 1-13) 
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where Uij represents the strain energy for the ith mode of the jth beam; E and I are Young’s 
modulus and moment of inertia, respectively; 𝒍𝒋 is the length of member j; and ϕi is the ith mode 
shape [32].  The strain energy for each beam is then summed to yield 
𝑼𝒊 = 𝟏𝟐∑ ∫ 𝑬𝑰 �𝜹𝟐𝝋𝒊𝜹𝒙𝟐 �𝟐 𝒅𝒙𝒍𝒋𝟎𝒏𝒋=𝟏   .                                (Eqn. 1-14) 
where Ui represents the total strain energy of the structure for the ith mode.  Uij is then divided by 
Ui to produce the following equation for fractional strain energy FSEij 
𝑭𝑺𝑬𝒊𝒋 = 𝑼𝒊𝒋𝑼𝒊  .                                                    (Eqn. 1-15) 
The fractional strain energy can be calculated for both the undamaged structure as well as the 
damaged structure.  These two values of fractional strain energy can then be compared to 
develop damage indices.  One such strain energy index, γj, utilized by Sabatino [37] is the ratio 
of the fractional strain energies for the undamaged and damaged mode shapes summed over all 
m modes: 
𝜸𝒋 = ∑ 𝑭𝑺𝑬𝒊𝒋∗𝒎𝒊=𝟏∑ 𝑭𝑺𝑬𝒊𝒋𝒎𝒊=𝟏   .                                                     (Eqn. 1-16) 
Following the example set by Brasiliano et al. and Gutschmidt and Cornwell, this index is 
normalized, yielding 
𝒁𝜸𝒋 = 𝜸𝒋−𝝁𝜸𝒋𝝈𝜸𝒋   .                                                      (Eqn. 1-17) 
where Zγj is the normalized strain energy index, μγj is the mean of the damage index, and σγj is the 
standard deviation of the damage index.  As with the modal flexibility index, values outside of    
-2 ≤ Zγj ≤ 2 indicate locations of damage with a 95% confidence interval [28].   
The strain energy index was applied to a steel plate by Gutschmidt and Cornwell.  The 
plate went through seven incremental damage scenarios mimicking the propagation of a crack 
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through the plate.  The strain energy index was not able to accurately locate the area of the crack, 
but the presence of damage and the general damage area were determined [33].  The main 
disadvantage of this method is the need for material properties, which are often unknown, 




1.2.2.6. Mode Shape Area 
Huth et al. mentioned the additional damage indicator of mode shape area.  This index 
was proposed due to the complex pattern of changes in observed mode shapes with regards to 
multi-span bridges.  A structure (and its mode shape) is discretized into Q parts, and the area 
beneath the mode shape determined for each q section.  Each piece is then normalized to the total 
area beneath the mode shape curve for the healthy structure. That is,  
𝑨�(𝝋𝒊) = ∑ ∫ �𝝋𝒊∗(𝒙)�𝒅𝒙𝒍𝒒𝟎
∫ |𝝋𝒊(𝒙)|𝒅𝒙𝑸𝟎𝑸𝒒=𝟏   .                                     (Eqn. 1-18) 
where Â(ϕi) represents the normalized mode shape area value,  𝒍𝒒 is the length of the qth piece, 
ϕi(x) is the undamaged x-direction mode shape, and ϕi*(x) is the damaged x-direction mode 
shape.  When the values of Â(ϕi) are near 1, the structure is assumed to be undamaged.  If values 
of Â(ϕi) significantly deviate from 1, however, the structure is possibly damaged [34]. The mode 
shape area index is only useful for detecting the presence of damage and cannot determine the 






1.2.2.7. Damage Location Vector 
The Damage Location Vector (DLV) is the only published method that does not utilize 
mode shapes.  This means that modal decomposition is not necessary, an enormous advantage.  
Proposed by Huynh et al., the DLV directly incorporates the fluctuations in the frequency 
response functions (FRF) at each measurement point. If FRFsj represents the FRF’s magnitude 
for the sth frequency and jth node, 
𝑫𝑳𝑽𝒋 = ∑ �𝑭𝑹𝑭𝒔𝒋∗ − 𝑭𝑹𝑭𝒔𝒋�𝑺𝒔=𝟏   .                             (Eqn. 1-19) 
where DLVj is the damage location vector index at any point j; FRFsj* and FRFsj are the FRF 
magnitudes for the damaged and undamaged case, respectively; and S is the maximum FRF 
frequency.  This evaluation is carried out for each frequency point in the FRF’s abscissa.  A 
DLVj value of zero indicates no damage whereas non-zero values indicate that damage is likely 
present in the structure [38]. 
Huynh et al. modeled a truss using finite element software in order to determine the 
effectiveness of the DLV.  The truss consists of 36 nodes along eight bays that were connected 
horizontally at each joint and diagonally in alternating bays.  Damage to the structure was 
computationally induced through a loss of stiffness in either a horizontal or diagonal member.  
The DLV accurately detected the presence of damage as well as the location of damage.  The 
researchers then added noise to the FRF before applying the DLV; in this instance, the DLV was 
still able to accurately detect the presence and location of the damage [38]. 
A similar concept to the DLV was experimentally verified by Quek and Hou. The 
researchers utilized the method of “direct FRF comparisons” to locate the damage in an 
aluminum beam (930 x 50 x 2.87 millimeters).  Damage was simulated by adding mass to the 
beam at two separate locations.  The beam was then excited with an impact hammer at one 
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location, and data was gathered from multiple other nodes along the beam.  The authors repeated 
each experiment three times, and the resulted FRFs were averaged before calculating the damage 
index. Damage was always detected with the direct FRF method, but it could not always be 




The goal of this thesis is to provide a comprehensive program that uses experimental data 
to produce visual indications of a bridge’s structural health.  The structural health evaluation 
(SHE) package has been programmed containing three major computational objectives: signal 
processing, modal decomposition, and health indication.  A laboratory-built reinforced concrete 
(RC) bridge was employed as a comprehensive example: data was collected and analyzed for a 
baseline as well as seven damaged cases.  Comparing the baseline and damaged cases, the visual 




This thesis is divided into five separate chapters.  After this overview, the second chapter 
provides an overview of the SHE program and its developed functions.  The third chapter 
discusses the RC bridge construction as well as the baseline analysis.  The fourth chapter 
discusses the damaged cases and their cumulative comparisons to the baseline case as well as 
one another, denoted incremental comparisons.  The final chapter includes overall conclusions 
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2. SHE™ PROGRAM OVERVIEW 
 
This chapter provides an overview of the SHE™ program and how it achieves structural 
health visualization. The comprehensive MATLAB [40] program contains custom code for 
signal processing, modal decomposition, and structural health indication. Examples of the 
SHE™ program’s flexibility as well as several examples of the program code will be presented 
to explain key features of the program in the following sections. For more specific user 
information, see the User Guide provided in Appendix A.   
Program flexibility is one of the major benefits to writing a custom in-house program.  It 
would take at least two commercial programs to perform similar signal processing and modal 
decomposition functions, and no known program provides the unique structural health indication 
portion present in this custom code.  Signal processing is often performed using LabVIEW by 
National Instruments [41]; however, LabVIEW is expensive and uses a strange visual 
programming method that is not user-friendly.  The set resolution available for calculating the 
frequency response of a signal can be an additional hindrance from low frequency analyses.  
Likewise, modal decomposition was previously performed using STAR Modal by Spectral 
Dynamics [42].  A STAR Modal license is even more expensive and requires a USB key to 
operate.  STAR Modal also forces the user to provide inputs in an awkward binary format which 
results from a converted unique Universal File Format text file.  Note that neither of these 
commercial programs allow for user-defined adjustments as their executables are write protected. 
Lastly, structural health indication is not performed at a similar level by any available 
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commercial program.  Comparing the variety of potential damage indicators is not done even by 
researchers.   
 
2.1. Data Input 
The program requires several different input files: time histories measured on a structure as well 
as MATLAB files containing instrumentation and structural information.  The program accepts 
any time history data that uses the comma delimiter with a default extension of .csv.  The SHE™ 
program has also been written such that data from partial runs or previous full runs are saved.  
These files are stored in the working directory as undamaged.mat (baseline case) and 
damaged.mat (comparative case).  These saved files may be imported instead of time histories, 
allowing the user to skip the modal decomposition section of the program. 
 
2.1.1. Loading a Time History 
The program will read comma-separated files selected by the user in order to begin the frequency 
response analysis.  These comma separated files must be time histories that adhere to a specific 
format in order to be correctly read by the program.  Each “node” is one spatial location with a 
tri-axial instrument reading. The correct format is as follows: 
• The first column must contain time data. 
• The second column must contain x-direction information. 
• The third column must contain y-direction information. 
• The fourth column must contain z-direction information. 
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• The file must be named with three digits that represent the associated node number (i.e. 
use 001 for node 1 such that its time history is 001.csv). The maximum number of nodes 
is currently set to 999. 
• The data must start at the first row: no headers may be present in the file. 
If data in any direction does not exist, zeroes should be filled in that column. Furthermore, x-
direction data must exist, so a user must carefully choose axis nomenclature.   
The program code can be directly edited to accept a variety of data types.  This gives extreme 
flexibility to the user, allowing saved data from many different pre-processing programs as well 
as diverse experimental data.  Opening get_data2.m, the following code can be altered to change 




For example, to change which column is imported for a certain direction’s data the user can 
modify the column number from dummy_data.  In the code above, the x-direction data will load 
from column 2 with the y and z-direction data loading from columns 3 and 4, respectively. 
 
2.1.2. Input for Structure’s Geometry 
Located in the default program directory, the StructProp.m file contains matrices so that the 
program can plot desired structural shape as well as locate measurement nodes.  This information 
is stored in the following matrices: 
• Location Matrix, LM 
• Connection Matrix, CM 
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• Sensor Connection Matrix, Sensor_CM 
• Strain Energy Matrix, SE   
• Young’s Modulus Matrix, E 
• Moment of Inertia Matrix, I 
• A 1x1 matrix containing maximum interested frequency, Intfreq 
Each matrix will be discussed individually. Once the StructProp.m file has been modified to 
accept the user’s unique data, the program is ready to run. 
The Location Matrix, LM, is an Nx3 matrix of x, y, and z coordinates used to plot the 
basic shape of the structure being considered where N is the number of measured points plus the 
number of extra points used drawing the structure.  This sketches important physical points of 
the structure but does not locate measurement nodes. The Location Matrix is entered in 
consecutive order, using every point that should be drawn to form a basic image of the structure. 
The Connection Matrix, CM, is a Px2 matrix consisting of node numbers where P is the 
number of nodal connections.  Each node of the Location Matrix will be used in the Connection 
Matrix in order for the program to “connect the dots” – draw lines from each node to a connected 
neighboring node. The result is a wireframe drawing of an undeflected structural shape. 
The Sensor Connection Matrix, Sensor_CM, is a Qx2 matrix consisting of node numbers. 
This matrix distinguishes measurement nodes from points that exist solely to aid in the 
visualization of the structure.  The Sensor Connection Matrix is similar to the Connection Matrix 
but is only interested in the connections between sensor nodes.  This matrix is used when 
drawing operational deflected shapes (ODS) in the modesfunction.m portion of the program.  The 
estimated mode shapes display only the measurement nodes with connecting lines. 
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The Strain Energy Matrix, SE, is an NxN matrix consisting of rows of node numbers.  
The strain energy indicator requires at least four nodes in a straight line on the structure, and this 
matrix supplies these if applicable. If there is not a straight line of at least four sensor nodes or 
the strain energy method is not desired, the matrix is simply left blank. 
The Young’s Modulus Matrix as well as the Moment of Inertia Matrix are utilized by the 
strain energy indicator.  As their names suggest, these two matrices contain values for Young’s 
Modulus, E, as well as moment of inertia, I.  Each number input into the E and I matrices 
corresponds to the value of Young’s Modulus or Moment of Inertia at the corresponding SE 
matrix point.  
The final input by the user, Intfreq, corresponds to the highest frequency of interest in 
Hertz (Hz) when plotting the program results.  Often a user is interested in structural response, 
which most often involves frequencies below 250 Hz, so Intfreq should be set to 250.  Each plot 
produced in the program will reflect this value. 
 
2.1.3. Importing Externally Generated Data 
The SHE™ program is capable of loading modal data generated by other programs, such 
as the finite element program SAP2000 [43]. This commercial program performs an eigenvalue 
analysis producing modal joint displacements and modal frequencies. These SAP2000 .csv 
outputs must be reformatted and saved as .mat files in order to be utilized.  
A separate function FEread.m has been developed to work with external modal data. The 
variable SensorEquiv correlates the modeled node numbers to the physical structure’s node 
numbers.  Sensor_Node identifies structural nodes where measurements are taken, and New_LM 
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defines their locations. Once the three variables have been modified, the FEread.m file can be 
run to complete the import process.   
The FEread.m file can also be modified to accept external output that is in a slightly 
different format.  Each file will contain a certain number of header rows when exported, for 
example, from SAP2000.  The default number of header rows is set to three, but this number 
could change depending on the options chosen in SAP2000 when exporting files.  To change the 
number of header rows, the numbers assigned to the variables rowh and rowh2 can be modified.  
Once FEread.m has been successfully run, the .mat files will be available for use in the program. 
This process must be completed before running the program. 
The loading of externally generated data also provides great flexibility regarding program 
inputs. Data generated from finite element programs, for example, can be checked against actual 
measured data for model verification.  The finite element user can view the deflected shapes of 
the modeled structure beside the deflected shapes of the actual structure, aiding in the 
verification process.  Data generated from other modal analysis programs can also be loaded into 
the SHE™ program by utilizing FERead.m.  This provides the user with the option to use data 
generated by commercial programs.  This flexibility also allows researchers in Mississippi to 
directly use extensive online measurement databases in various formats from other agencies 








2.2. Signal Processing and Modal Decomposition 
The UserInterface.m file is the backbone of the entire program.  This file runs all of the other .m 
files as subroutines and guides the user through the program.  Figure 2-1 helps visualize the 
operation of UserInterface.m. 
 
Figure 2-1.  A basic overview of the UserInterface.m file and its processes. 
 
The first step of UserInterface.m is to question the user regarding their data.  The answers 
to these questions tell the program which steps to perform in which order to load the correct data.  
Once the user identifies the layout of their data, the code moves to loading the data itself.  Based 
on the inputs of the previous step, the user is asked to import either their raw, comma-separated 
time history files or their previously processed data.  Previously processed data can come from a 
prior run of the program or from an outside source such as a finite element or modal 
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decomposition program.  Loading raw time history data send the user to the third step of 
UserInterface.m: modal decomposition using the modesfunction.m subroutine. 
Modal Decomposition is an essential function of the SHE™ program.  Illustrated in 
Figure 2-2, the modesfunction.m subroutine begins with transforming the time histories into the 
frequency domain. The resulting frequency responses initiate the modal decomposition process, 
which may take several user attempts to generate reasonable results.  
 
Figure 2-2.  A basic overview of the modesfunction.m file and its processes. 
 
After the time history data is loaded into modesfunction.m, the subroutine will display 
information about the data itself including the number of samples found in the imported files 
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(nsamples), the time between each recorded data point in seconds (range), and the sample 
frequency in cycles per second (fs).  The number of samples as well as the sample frequency are 
very important parameters that should not be overlooked when data is captured.  These two 
values can be beneficial or detrimental to modal decomposition depending on how they are 
chosen.  The number of samples is based upon the length of time that a structure’s response is 
measured while the sample frequency sets intervals within the length of time at which 
measurements are taken.  These two values should be set so that the lowest expected response of 
the structure (as low as 1 or 2 Hz for civil structures) as well as the highest expected response of 
the structure can be measured.  For example, a 2 Hz response would require a length of time of 
half a second to capture one full sinusoidal wave.  The sample frequency would also have to be 
set such that enough points are measured within not only the 2 Hz response but also the highest 
expected measured response to form the basic shape of the sinusoid.  On the other hand, 
oversampling can cause noise and require a signal to be filtered. 
The option to filter the time history data is next presented.  Filtering was only briefly 
evaluated and was not necessary for this thesis work, but the option to do so was included in the 
program for future use.  After that, the time history is plotted to the screen as a double-check for 
the user.  If any irregularities are noted in the time history at this time, the user can terminate the 
program and sort out their data. 
Next, the time domain data is transformed to frequency domain data using the Fast 
Fourier Transfer (FFT) function.  The user is prompted to enter a resolution for the FFT function: 
the default value is set to 220.  A power of two is selected as the resolution to enhance 
computation speed as computer memory is binary or base-2.  This number can be either accepted 
or changed at the next user prompt and should be selected carefully.  This number represents the 
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frequency resolution within the upper range of the data acquisition equipment: herein, the 
National Instruments CompactDAQ has an upper limit of 50,000 samples per second. A small 
number of points, say 212, will cause a large frequency interval that will obscure smaller 
frequency peaks. A large number of points, say 222, will generate a tiny frequency interval that 
will tie up the computer’s memory for hours, if not crash it.  Next, the program will display the 
maximum detectable frequency in Hertz that can be determined by the FFT.  This is the Nyquist 
frequency: half of the sample rate of the discrete time signals that have been imported.   
Note that user is presented the option to window the time history data.  Windowing to 
reduce noise was discussed with each experiment in Chapter 1, and most researchers were found 
to use a Hanning window.  Nonetheless, several different windows from MATLAB’s Signal 
Processing Toolbox were included for future use.  Appendix A describes each of the windows in 
detail.  For this thesis, however, the Hanning window was used exclusively for damage 
scenarios.   
Following any previous manipulations, such as windowing and filtering, the FFT 
function in MATLAB is run for the imported time history data. The code for one degree of 
freedom is 
FastFT=fft(dataXX(1:blocksize,i).*w2,N); 
where dataXX is the x-direction data, blocksize is the number of samples minus one, i is the node 
number, w2 is the coefficient matrix for the selected window, and N is the chosen FFT 
resolution.  The Fourier transform in the above code transforms the time history dataXX to the 





where frfmagX is the magnitude of the FFT in the x-direction and nhalf is half of the number of 
points chosen for the FFT – the Nyquist frequency.  The value of frfmagX is normalized by N^2 
in order to reduce the likelihood of extraordinarily high values.  
This new frequency magnitude data is now plotted for each direction as well as 
cumulatively summed.  From these plots, the user is now tasked with choosing frequency peaks 
of interest.  In each of the frequency traces, peaks exist at certain frequencies that can correspond 
to modal shapes of the structure.   
Selecting important peaks and negating minor peaks is not an easy task. Some peaks may 
be dwarfed and not readily visible because of other peaks on the graph with much larger 
magnitudes. Thus, the user should be sure to analyze any potential peak in either the 
unwindowed or windowed cumulative frequency responses. The user should also check 
individual traces to see if a dominant peak in any single direction may be obscured.  Each peak 
should be individually inspected, and the lower and upper frequencies that bound the peak 
selected and entered into the program’s prompt.  As a rule of thumb, all dominant peaks should 
be selected so that the operational deflected shapes can be plotted, viewed and their status as 
valid, unique mode shapes assessed.   
The user-defined frequency ranges are now processed by the program.  The largest 
magnitude for each range is found as well as the frequency corresponding to this value as shown 
in the following code: 







where the first line finds v, the frequency range on the plotted frequency response that is between 
the lower bound, lhs, and the upper bound, rhs.  The second line then finds the maximum 
magnitude of the frequency response, natstrength, between the two bounds v.  Next, the third 
line finds the location of the frequency, wnloc, corresponding to natstrength by searching within 
the frequency response magnitude frequency matrix, frfmagf.  This value is a row number for the 
matrix frfmagf, so the value at that location is now found and stored in line four as part of the 
natfreqs matrix.  The magnitude for the frequency located at wnloc is now found for the 
cumulative frequency response matrix, cfrffn.  This value is necessary in order to plot each 
frequency on the cumulative frequency response graph.   
After all ranges have been selected and values computed, the program produces a graph 
of the cumulative unwindowed trace with a blue “x” at each maximum frequency.  An example 
with four natural frequencies less than 300 Hz is shown in Figure 2-3. This graph is plotted so 
that the user may doublecheck their peaks, ensuring that all necessary resonances have been 
selected: the user may desire repeat this process to include unidentified peaks. 
 




After peaks have been selected and confirmed, the SHE™ program produces operational 
deflected shapes (ODS) for the structure based upon the chosen frequencies.  In order to plot the 
ODS, the deflection of each shape is determined by finding the imaginary portion of the FFT as 




where frfimagX is the imaginary portion of the FFT in the x-direction and FastFT is the result of 
the FFT function.  The second line recalls the value of wnloc, which is the row number in the 
frfmag matrix that corresponds to the current frequency of interest, i, and assigns this value to a 
new variable, w.  Line three saves the deflection of each ODS as modeshapesX, and this is 
repeated for modeshapesY and modeshapesZ.  These values for each frequency, i, and node 
number, j, are the imaginary portions of the FFT for each direction and are isolated by the imag 
function.  The resulting deflections in the x, y, and z-directions for each node are plotted in 





Figure 2-4.  An example experimental operational deflected shape (ODS). 
Four views are presented for ease of user understanding. The ODS display can be 
manipulated in order to better visualize the equivalent mode shapes.  The shape can be amplified 
if the deflection is not large enough to readily see when the ODS is first plotted.  This 
amplification factor multiplies the deflections that are saved as modeshapesX, modeshapesY, and 
modeshapesZ in the previous code by the amount input by the user.  New ODS plots are then 
produces showing these amplified shapes, making the shape of the mode more clearly visible.  
One other manipulation afforded by the program is “flipping” of the ODS.  Flipping the shape is 
as simple as multiplying the deflections of one direction, modeshapesX for example, by negative 
one to produce a shape that is mirrored about the x axis.  This manipulation allows shapes 
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produced by other programs, such as finite element or modal analysis software, to be flipped in 
order to visually match output from the SHE™ program.   
Once the user is satisfied with the operational deflected shapes that have been produced, 
the shapes are saved as figure files in the working directory for future reference, and a .mat file is 
produced saving the pertinent modal decomposition information.  This .mat file is able to be 
imported in the beginning steps of the program such that the entire modal decomposition process 
need not be repeated.  The program runs the modesfunction.m file once again if time history data 
has been imported for both the undamaged and damaged case.  If not, the program now begins 
the proprietary process of calculating damage indices. 
 
2.3. Damage Indices 
After determining the operational deflected shapes for the undamaged case and the damaged 
case, the program will then prompt the user by asking, “Please enter a matrix indicating the 
number for the undamaged mode shape that corresponds to the damaged mode shape - (i.e. [1 1;2 
2;3 3;4 4]): .”  For this input, the user needs to have spent time offline coordinating the 
undamaged/baseline to damaged modes.  The numbers of each coordination mode must be 
recorded, and note that rarely will all modes coordinate.  For example, Gomez et al. were only 
able to coordinate three modes from experimental measurements to an existing finite element 
model’s infinite modes [16].  This modal coordination is the only subjective part to structural 
health evaluation and can be a significant source of error.  For this process, experience in 
coordinating mode shapes is helpful but not necessarily required.  The main requirement is 
careful study of the selected shapes.  The shapes are plotted by the program such that they can be 
rotated and zoomed.  For example, the provided views may not be enough to rule out the fact that 
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three modes for the damaged case look similar to one mode of the baseline case.  In this case, the 
overall shape of the ODS must be considered and the rotation and zoom tools are valuable for 
eliminating shapes that do not compare. 
After matching each damaged mode to the corresponding baseline mode, the program 
will output the ultimate results: damage indices.  Each damage index will be briefly discussed 
with an example plot at the end of the section.  The variables dms and udms in the index 
discussion represent values for the damaged mode shape and undamaged mode shape, 
respectively.  These matrices are 3xN where N is the number of measured nodes.  The values 
contained therein are the location of each node from the Location Matrix plus the deflection at 
that node in all directions. 
Modal Assurance Criterion (MAC) is the one damage indicator.  MAC uses the variables 
dms and udms to provide one possible damage indicator.  The value for MAC is determined by 
applying Equation 1-1 to each row of the damaged and undamaged mode shape matrices.  MAC 
is a measure of the correlation between two mode shapes and cannot locate damage.  A value of 
1 represents full correlation (no damage) whereas a value of 0 represents no correlation 
(possibility of major damage). 
Coordinate Modal Assurance Criterion (COMAC) is another damage indicator.  COMAC 
uses the variables dms and udms to provide one possible damage indicator.  The value for 
COMAC is determined by applying Equation 1-2.  COMAC is the measure of the correlation 
between points after summing over all modes.  Like MAC, a value of 1 represents full 
correlation (no damage) whereas a value of 0 represents no correlation (possibility of major 




Modal Flexibility is a damage indicator from which several indices can be formulated.  
All indices use the variables dms and udms as well as the damaged and undamaged frequencies, 
dwnat and udwnat to provide index values.  A proportional flexibility matrix is found for both 
the damaged and undamaged cases and can then be used in three possible damage indicators.  
The first, Absolute Difference, subtracts the proportional flexibility matrix of the undamaged 
structure from the proportional flexibility matrix of the damaged structure.  The absolute value of 
this operation is then taken as shown in Equation 1-4.  The largest values of absolute change 
represent possible locations of damage.  The second index, Percent Difference, is the absolute 
value of the difference between the proportional flexibility matrices of the damaged and 
undamaged cases.  The value is then divided by the proportional flexibility matrix of the 
undamaged structure as shown in Equation 1-7.  The largest values of percent change represent 
possible locations of damage.  Finally, Normalized Modal Flexibility Index, zMFI, is the last 
modal flexibility index.  The value of zMFI is determined by finding the percent difference of 
the diagonal terms of the proportional flexibility matrix as shown in Equation 1-5.  This value is 
then normalized to obtain the zMFI shown in Equation 1-6.  Values not within the range of -2 to 
2 indicate possible damaged locations as they are outside two standard deviations [35]. 
Mode Shape Curvature is also a damage indicator from which several indices can be 
derived.  All indices utilize the variables dms, udms, and the location matrix, LM, to provide 
index values.  The curvature of the mode shape provides a more sensitive metric than direct 
mode shape comparison and is found by taking the second derivative of the modal displacement.  
Central finite difference is used to find the second derivative between the displacement points 
and forward and backward finite difference are used to find the first and last value, respectively.  
Central finite difference is shown in Equation 1-8.  The first index derived from mode shape 
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curvature is Absolute Difference.  Absolute difference is found by taking the absolute value of 
the difference between the curvature calculated using the damaged modal displacement and the 
curvature calculated using the undamaged modal displacement, shown in Equation 1-9.  The next 
index is Division.  The division index is found by dividing the damaged curvature  by the 
undamaged curvature.  This operation, shown in Equation 1-11, provides a matrix of values for 
each node as well as each mode.  The third index provided by mode shape curvature is Total 
Division.  Total division is the sum of all of the modes for the damaged curvature divided by the 
sum of all of the modes for the undamaged curvature.  This operation, shown in Equation 1-10, 
provides a value for each node.  Finally, COMAC is the last mode shape curvature index.  This 
index is the COMAC of the damaged and undamaged curvature matrices, shown in Equation 1-
12.  This index provides a value for each node. 
Strain Energy is also a damage indicator that provides one index.  Strain energy uses dms 
and udms as well as a Young’s modulus matrix, E, and a moment of inertia matrix, I, to provide 
index values.  The fractional strain energy of the undamaged and damaged modes are divided, 
shown in Equation 1-16, and then normalized using Equation 1-17 to produce the normalized 
strain energy index, Zγj, where values not within the bounds of -2 and 2 indicate possible damage 
locations [28].  A continuous line of at least four sensors is required for strain energy estimation. 
Mode Shape Area is another damage indicator providing one damage index.  Mode shape 
area uses the variables dms, udms, and the location matrix, LM, to provide index values.  The 
value for mode shape area is found by calculating the area underneath the curves of the mode 
shapes as shown in Equation 1-18.  This index, like MAC, is not visual as it only provides values 
for each mode and not each node. 
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Finally, Damage Location Vector, DLV, is a damage indicator also providing one 
damage index.  DLV uses the variables frfmag and dfrfmag to provide index values.  These 
variables are the magnitudes of the undamaged and damaged frequency response functions.  
DLV is calculated by subtracting the undamaged frequency response magnitude from the 
damaged frequency response magnitude.  The result is then summed across all modes to obtain 
an indicator quantifying the fluctuations in the frequency response functions.  This operation is 
shown in Equation 1-19 and produces a visual plot. 
 
2.4. Output Plotting 
Damage indices in each direction are stored as specific variable names, which are 
summarized in Table 2-1. Each damage index set is plotted to the screen for the user to view, 
unless a direction was excluded from measurement. An example Damage Location Vector plot is 
shown in Figure 2-5. 
Plotted Damage Indices 





COMAC COMAC COMACx COMACy COMACz 
Flexibility Normalized ZMFIx ZMFIy ZMFIz 
Curvature 
Subtraction Dkjx Dkjy Dkjz 
COMAC COMACkx COMACky COMACkz 
Strain Energy Normalized zyjx zyjy zyjz 
DLV Subtraction DLVjx DLVjy DLVjz 









A plotted damage index will include a sketch of the structure’s geometry in light gray.  
The various colored dots represent various degrees of damage at each measurement point.  For 
example, in each subplot the top right hand corner node is a different color.  The node is blue 
(30-50%) in the x direction, red (70-90%) for the y direction and magenta (50-70%) for the z 
direction.  These degrees of damage are defined by the program in the order shown in Figure 2-6 
with green representing least damaged nodes and black representing most damaged nodes.  Note 
that these percentages are arbitrary at this point in structural health research as no papers have 
been found that indicate what a “safe” threshold is for any indicator. 
As with most aspects of the program, the degrees of damage can be modified by the user 
to suit a specific need.  To modify the damage scales, the color_code.m file can be altered in the 
MATLAB Editor.  Custom values can be inserted that represent the upper limit for each color 
threshold.  Customization can be further achieved by adding or subtracting the number of colors; 




Figure 2-6.  Sample thresholds of damage used when plotting indices. 
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2.5. Program Summary 
The development of a custom program was a main focus of this thesis.  The program has 
been described herein and is considered complete for this work.  As with any program, bugs 
were discovered and remedied, and problems have been identified and rectified with the testing 
of the model bridge, described in Chapters 3 and 4. 
Program flexibility was one of the main concerns when developing the SHE™ code.  
With the implementation of various input options as well as the ability to directly alter the 
program’s code, the program is the most flexible available.  Any user with a MATLAB license 
can run the program, which prevents one from having to purchase various expensive licenses that 
provide only a fraction of the options described in this chapter. 
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3. BASELINE REINFORCED CONCRETE BRIDGE 
 
 To validate and test the health evaluation program, a scaled reinforced concrete bridge 
was constructed in the National Center for Physical Acoustics (NCPA). The bridge is an 
approximate scale model of the Ford Center Bridge on the University of Mississippi campus.  
Construction was funded as part of a project awarded to PI Dr. Elizabeth Ervin by the National 
Center for Intermodal Transportation for Economic Competitiveness (NCITEC).  This chapter 
will present the bridge’s construction, instrumentation, and analysis from conception to 
completion.  Modal characteristics were analyzed as a baseline for later induced damage 
comparisons.   
 
3.1. Bridge Construction 
 Figure 3-1 illustrates the timeline of the scale model bridge from conception to 
completion.  A graduate student working for Dr. Mullen worked on the bridge design in Fall 
2012. The planning and construction of the forms – which took over 150 man-hours to complete 
– occupied the majority of Spring 2013, taking 65 days to complete.  On April 5 concrete was 
poured outside the NCPA building, and thirty-five days elapsed from the concrete pour to the 
scale model bridge move date.  During this waiting period, the concrete was allowed to cure past 
the 28-day mark so that it had gained over 90% of its strength.  The final move indoors on May 
10, 2013, took nearly five hours using a forklift and occurred without introducing any visible 




Figure 3-1.  Model bridge construction timeline. 
The scale model bridge was built based upon the dimensions of the Gertrude C. Ford Center 
Bridge located on University Avenue.  For the NCITEC project, it was important to model the 
bridge as accurately as possible, maintaining the characteristics of its larger counterpart.  The 
model bridge – 1:12 scale of the Ford Center Bridge – consisted of two t-shaped piers, two end 
slabs with shear key, two end walls, and one center slab.  Note that the slab thicknesses were not 
to scale: since a two-inch slab is impractical, a six-inch minimum slab thickness was used for 
enough rebar cover. The scale model bridge pieces were precast; the forms were built and 
transported outside of the NCPA building for a single donated concrete pour.  
 Planning and construction of the forms were carried out two undergraduate civil 
engineering students, Gary Bell and Ty Gunter.  Form construction began with the end slabs, 
shown in Figure 3-2. The design of the end slabs includes a shear key which was added for 
increased longitudinal stability of the finished scale model bridge. This induces safety by 
increasing slab sliding resistance as well as end wall tipping resistance.  The end slab measures 
54x42x6-inches with the shear key measuring 3x42x8-inches.  Forms construction proceeded 





Figure 3-2.  One of two end slab forms (left) and one of two center slab forms (right) 
   
 The remaining bridge forms were also constructed for the t-shaped piers and end walls, 
shown in Figure 3-3. Integrating slab support with the footing, the t-shaped piers were formed 
and poured upside down for two reasons: (1) only a single pour was needed, and (2) the 
possibility of introducing air voids in the finished pier was reduced, effectively eliminating the 
need of a concrete vibrator.  The large base on the t-shaped piers also allowed for increased scale 
model stability during laboratory testing.  The measurements for the t-shaped piers are 
32x42x13-inches for the bottom section and 8x42x23-inches for the top section.  The end walls 
were formed as a simple rectangular slab measuring 36x42x6-inches. 
 
 




 Wires were used as supports for hanging the steel reinforcement in the bridge forms. 
Preliminary calculations indicated that no reinforcement was necessary, but reinforcement was 
added in order to achieve similarity between the scale model bridge and its counterpart.  All 
reinforcement was #4 steel rebar and was placed with consistent cover in each form.  Each of the 
three slabs has two longitudinal reinforcement bars. Poured horizontally for consistency, the end 
walls have three vertical reinforcing bars once in place. The t-shaped piers have three vertical 
and two horizontal reinforcing bars: the bars were wired together for cross-coupling. The bars 













 The forms were then coated with motor oil in order to allow for easy cast removal.  Oil 
was applied in coats over the course of five days in order to allow the oil to penetrate the wood, 
leaving an outer coat during the concrete pour.  Despite some discoloration, oiling proved 
successful as the pieces were removed from the forms without much trouble.  Concrete for the 
scale model bridge was poured on Friday, April 5, 2013, beginning at 12:07pm. Each of the 
forms was placed on a separate pallet outside of the NCPA before the pour as seen in Figure 3-5.  
The forms were then wetted in order to provide additional protection against the concrete 
sticking to the wood.   
  
 
Figure 3-5.  Moving and wetting the scale model bridge forms. 
 
Three cubic yards of concrete was delivered by B&B Concrete. The mix was especially selected 
for this project: it is a derivative of a grouting mix used to fill concrete masonry blocks at the 
local high school. The aggregate to fines ratio was adjusted to 60% pea gravel to 40% fines.  A 




Table 3-1.  Concrete mix delivered by B&B Concrete. 
Description Amount 
Pea Gravel 4360 lb 
Fly Ash 385 lb 
WRDA 35 87 oz 
Sand 4580 lb 
Water 47 gal 
MIRA 110 198 oz 
Cement 1565 lb 
Daravair 12 oz 
 
 All forms were filled in one pour from the same truck via chute over the course of 30 
minutes.  Several student and faculty volunteers were on hand to assist in the pouring process.  
The volunteers were equipped with hammers in order to strike the forms, effectively vibrating 
the concrete and removing trapped air.  Two by fours were also used to spread the concrete 
evenly throughout the form while striking off any excess (Figure 3-6).  
 
 
Figure 3-6.  Hammers used for vibrating forms (left) and volunteers using 2x4s to strike of 




 Two 6x12 inch cylinders were also cast during the pour for compressive strength and 
Young’s modulus testing.  Sampling of the concrete was conducted in accordance with ASTM C 
172 Standard Practice for Sampling Freshly Mixed Concrete.  As shown in Figure 3-7, a slump 
test was also conducted in accordance with ASTM C 143 Standard Test Method for Slump of 
Hydraulic-Cement Concrete.  The slump test yielded a slump of about 9.25 inches.  According to 
the standard, a slump greater than nine inches may not be adequately cohesive for the test to have 
significance.  This slump does, however, indicate that the samples cast in the cylinders can be 
rodded since the slump was over one-inch.  The concrete was sampled from the middle of the 
load and scooped into the cylinders.  The concrete was then consolidated with a tamping rod in 
three separate layers with the sides of the cylinders being tapped with a mallet after each layer in 
order to close any insertion holes from the rod.  The cylinders were then placed on a flat surface 
and allowed to cure for seven days before being removed and immersed in water until testing. 
  
Figure 3-7. Cylinder casting and slump test. 
 The two cylinders were tested three days before the bridge move (32 days after pouring) 
in order to determine a representative strength “at time of move” for the concrete.  The cylinder 
testing took place on May 7, 2013, in the Test Mark machine at the Ole Miss Jackson Avenue 
Center.  The cylinders were removed from the water bath one day prior and dried, and they were 
then transported carefully to the site for the break.  After being outfitted with a compressometer 
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to measure average strain during testing, the cylinders were loaded at a quasi-static rate of 1000 
pounds per second and were subjected to this increasing vertical axial load until breakage (Figure 
3-8). The first cylinder broke at 7171 pounds per square inch (psi) while the second cylinder 
broke at 7049 psi.  Thus, the results for both cylinders varied just 1.72%. The two values were 
averaged to determine 7110 psi as the effective strength “at time of move” for the bridge pieces.  
Both cylinders broke in the same formation, which appeared to be between a cone and cone with 
shear split.  The breakage occurred through the binder and did not break through any of the pea 
gravel aggregate in the cylinder samples.   
 
Figure 3-8.  Testing of a cylinder and the resulting break. 
 
 At a total of 35 days from the pour, the bridge pieces were moved into the lab.  Each 
piece was partially unformed before transport via pallet jacks for slabs and forklift for piers and 
end walls.  Illustrated in Figure 3-9, challenges included rotating the t-shaped piers and 
maneuvering pieces into place via forklift. The piers were rotated using a combination of the 
forks on the forklift and towing straps while the tight maneuvering was overcome thanks to the 





Figure 3-9 Challenges of moving one of the t-shaped piers. 
 
 After five hours of moving and assembly, the pieces were aligned and set into place, 
providing the finished product of Figure 3-10. Overall, the resulting model bridge yields a superb 
finished product that can be reconfigured for multiple damage scenarios for years to come.  In 
this work, the model bridge is configured to test seven different cases: one baseline case and six 
damage case scenarios.  The baseline case of concrete-to-concrete connections is discussed in 
this chapter; various bearings are later used to simulate softening at piers, and these damage 
cases will be compared to the modal basis in the next chapter.  
 




3.2. Bridge Instrumentation 
 After completed construction and case selection, the bridge was readied for 
instrumentation. First, measurement points on the center slab must be selected; the density of 
points must be sufficient to view and differentiate torsion, bending, and translation modes.  Fifty-
seven measurement nodes were chosen with 55 points on the center slab and one point on each 
of the end slabs. The end slabs’ behaviors helped distinguish between similar center slab 
deflected shapes. The layout of these points as well as the chosen origin and measurement axes 
for the bridge can be seen in Figure 3-11.  Each of the white dots represents a measurement 
location where a single tri-axial accelerometer was successively mounted.  For the center slab, 
there are five rows of eleven sensor locations.  The top and bottom two rows are closely spaced 
so that torsion modes can be distinguished.  The center row was placed to capture bending.   
 
Figure 3-11.  A photograph of the model bridge with overlaid axes (top) and a sketch of the 
bridge surface illustrating the 57 measurement locations (bottom). 
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 Excitation of the bridge was induced by a twelve-pound PCB sledge hammer (model 
086C50). This proved an adequate source for moving the center slab, weighing approximately 
1270 pounds.  Since the hammer in Figure 3-12 has a force transducer, the magnitude and shape 
of each hit could be monitored.  This allowed for fairly consistent blows of 600 to 800 pounds-
force (lbf) to be delivered to the bridge.  In order to excite all directions, the wooden striking 
block of Figure 3-12 was cut and mounted at the front right hand corner of the center span.  This 
striking block induced a repeatable angled hit. 
 The tri-axial accelerometer requires secure attachment on a level surface.  Because the 
slab surface was rough, self-leveling epoxy pads were poured for each measurement point.  The 
epoxy pads were poured as thin as possible so that they would not interfere with measuring the 
structural response of the bridge. Accelerometer attachment with beeswax had a tendency to 
slide around on the epoxy pad, skewing directions.  As shown in Figure 3-13, cyanoacrylate held 
the accelerometer firmly in place until a measurement was concluded.  The bond strength 
assured that the sensor moved in response to the bridge and was held firmly to the pad until pried 
loose with a razor blade.  The downside of glue as the binding agent was the difficulty of sensor 
removal; in addition, the pads had to be scraped after each application to remove residue.  The 
accelerometer was moved sequentially from point to point with a new hammer hit for each 
iteration. Note that the duct tape shown in Figure 3-13 reduces incidental cord motion, reducing 






Figure 3-12.  The instrumented model bridge showing the PCB sledge hammer, epoxy pads, 
wooden striking block, Dytran accelerometer, and LabView interface. 
  
 




 For data acquisition, a custom National Instruments LabView code was written in order 
to capture and store data files for all measurements.  LabView’s visual programming method 
utilizes virtual instruments by wiring, and the block diagram for the employed acquisition system 
is shown in Figure 3-14.  The program triggered time history recording when a hammer hit of 
over 100 lbf was measured.  
 The LabView block diagram produces the interactive dashboard in Figure 3-15. Visual 
components include sensor readouts as well as advanced displays for operations, such as Fourier 
transforms.  While taking bridge measurements, the program was usually run from the 
dashboard.  Signals were viewed during the test as the program would run in a loop, plotting the 
accelerometer and hammer data to the screen.  When triggered by the hammer signal, the 
requested samples were captured with a brief pre-trigger period to ensure that the entire event 
was recorded.  During this stage, the upper right plot in Figure 3-15 was scrutinized to ensure 
that a double hit did not take place and that the hit was within the required force envelope.  The 




































































 Time history data was recorded through two pieces of hardware: the CompactDAQ and 
the accelerometer. The data acquisition (DAQ) chassis used for this experiment is a National 
Instruments CompactDAQ with model number cDAQ-9172.  The DAQ not only provides signal 
conditioning and power for connected sensors, but also sends the sensor readings to the 
computer.  Shown in Figure 3-16, the chassis has eight slots for the installation of 
interchangeable modules and connects to a computer via a USB cable.  The input/output (I/O) 
module used when capturing bridge data was a four-channel, ±5 volt analog input module with 
model number NI-9234.  The high-accuracy module is designed for high-channel-count vibration 
applications with a sampling rate of up to 51.2 thousand samples per second per channel.  Along 
with a strain gauge module, two of these modules are shown in Figure 3-16, but only one module 
was necessary for the experiment: using BNC connectors, the PCB hammer was plugged into 
channel zero leaving channels one, two, and three for the x, y, and z accelerometer signals, 






Figure 3-16.  The DAQ chassis with three I/O modules installed. 
 
 The selected accelerometer for the experiment is a tri-axial Dytran accelerometer with 
model number 3093B and a sensitivity of approximately 100 millivolts per g.  A more sensitive 
seismic accelerometer is not required due to the scaled size and may thus induce a potential 
increase in noise.  After much literature review, the record length was 1.1 seconds, and the 
sample rate was 10,240 samples per second.  The record length was chosen in order to allow for 
the capture of signals slightly below 1 Hz.  The sample rate was chosen as a power of two to aid 
in efficient and accurate data processing.  This sample rate also allows for a large density of 
points to be spread across the 1.1 seconds of captured data, enabling frequencies within the 
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expected upper limit of 300 Hz to be captured with ease.  A high sample rate can always be 
decimated before processing to remove signal pollution from higher frequencies. 
 Data from the custom LabView program is saved in separate comma separated files with 
node number names.  These comma separated files are loaded into the health evaluation program 
as discussed in Chapter 2.  By analyzing the measurements recorded on the as-built bridge, 
modal properties of the baseline case can be established. 
 
 
3.3. Baseline Test Results 
 After loading the comma separated files into the program, a time history plot is displayed.  
Shown in Figure 3-17, this plot overlays the time history for each node and direction so that the 
user can visually check for any irregularities.  For the model bridge, this plot contains the fifty-
five slab measurements in each of three directions for a total of 165 traces.  The excitation 
provided by the hammer hit dissipates around 0.3 seconds.  Other jumps in the time history after 
this point are caused by outside forces that were not controllable by the researchers.  Possible 
explanations for these measured amplitudes include the movement of equipment throughout the 
building, footsteps in the laboratory, or even incidental motion of the accelerometer cord.  These 





Figure 3-17.  Overlaid time histories for the model bridge baseline. 
 Next, the time history data is transformed into the frequency domain, and frequency plots 
are displayed as in Figure 2-3.  A number of frequency peaks were chosen from the cumulative 
frequency response plot for the baseline case.  The peaks which produced unique operational 
deflected shapes (ODS) and resembled expected mode shapes are denoted by “x” markers in 
Figure 3-18.  This plot was scrutinized, and each potential peak was investigated.  The 
potentially subjective process of peak picking is very time intensive and involves zooming into 
each region on both the cumulative and directional frequency response plots.  Each direction’s 
frequency response must be examined to ensure that individually visible peaks have not been 






Figure 3-18.  Cumulative frequency response with resonance markers for the baseline case. 
 The result of picking all possible peaks is shown in Figure 3-18.  Most of these peaks 
produced ODS that were coupled, exhibiting non-unique combinations of other uncoupled ODS 
deflections. Some other ODS that were viewed exhibited no visible pattern and were determined 
to be false positives, indicating no unique mode shape.  
 To help distinguish between different shapes as well as log all investigated peaks, a table 
was created detailing the deflections present in the shape for each chosen peak.  Table 3-2 as 
well as the estimated mode shape plots aided the researcher in determining which mode shapes 
were unique and which mode shapes were coupled or exhibited no pattern.  This table is 
reproduced to stress the sheer number of peaks that were considered in the first analysis of the 


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































  Large magnitude usually indicates a dominant peak, but some larger peaks from Figure 3-
18 are not selected as modes by the observations of Table 3-2.  For example, the largest visible 
peak, near 250 Hz, exhibited coupled behavior with some extreme nodal deflections.  This 
frequency peak appears quite dominant but, in the end, the resulting ODS plot was not one that 
could be matched in confidence to an ODS plot from a damage scenario.   
  Windowing of the time history data is another tool that aids the researcher in choosing 
the correct shapes.  For the baseline case, Hanning-windowed data was only used to pick the four 
frequencies after 250.898 Hz in Table 3-2.  Windowing magnifies peaks that are closely spaced 
or dwarfed by a much larger peak: these new magnified peaks sometimes yield cleaner ODS 
shapes.  In the case of Table 3-2, the frequency of the windowed peak (mode 36) and the 
unwindowed peak (mode 32) is only 2.84%.  This small difference can clean the plotted shapes, 
yielding a much better and smoother ODS.   
  Other peaks were discounted since they contained only local slab distortions.  These 
peaks exhibited ODS that were similar to others around the same frequency, but small distortions 
were found to be present in one corner of the slab or along one side of the slab.  These distorted 
ODS were discarded, and only the cleanest examples were chosen in the case of similar ODS.     
  From all 36 chosen peaks in Figure 3-18, nine peaks and their corresponding ODSs were 
determined to be fundamental modes for this study.  These chosen peaks are shown in Figure 3-
19.  While all mode shapes are provided in Appendix B, the nine characteristic modes are 







Figure 3-19.  Cumulative frequency response with unique modes marked by a blue x. 
 
Table 3-3.  Unique baseline operational deflected shapes (ODS). 
Experimental 
Freq. (Hz) Characteristic Mode Description 
12.227 Translation in the y-direction (sidesway) – rigid body motion 
64.170 Torsion about the x-axis and translation in the y-direction 
78.232 Torsion about the x-axis and torsion about the z-axis 
98.916 Strong Torsion of the center slab around the z-axis and bending in the positive z-direction 
114.629 Torsion about the z-axis but fixed in the bottom left corner - bending in the z-direction 
153.828 First order bending in the negative z-direction – minor slab torsion about the z-axis  
178.389 Bending in the positive z-direction, torsion about the y-axis and x-axis, and translation in the negative x-direction 
199.785 Bending in the positive z-direction with translation in the positive y-direction 
224.414 
Bending in the positive z-direction until midspan where the 
bending is ~0 and then bending in the negative z-direction 




 The marked peaks in Figure 3-19 were chosen because of their uniqueness.  Two of the 
resulting shapes are shown as examples in Figures 3-20 and 3-21.  Figure 3-20 exhibits nearly 
uniform deflection in the y-direction for all measured points.  This sidesway deflection is the 
only dominant deflection present in the ODS and leads this frequency to be classified as one that 
exhibits pure translation of the bridge.  This mode is unique from all others and is also the unique 
mode with the lowest frequency, taken as the baseline structure’s fundamental mode, at 12.227 
Hz. 
 
Figure 3-20.  XY view of ODS plotted from frequency peak at 12.227 Hz exhibiting translation. 
 
 
Figure 3-21.  XZ view of ODS plotted from frequency peak at 153.828 Hz exhibiting bending. 
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 The deflected shape in Figure 3-21 exhibits pure bending of the center slab.  While this 
ODS is certainly not the only one to exhibit bending, it is the only one to exhibit first-order 
bending in the z-direction without significant coupling.  Other bending modes after 153.828 Hz 
are mostly second-order or higher bending modes, so the characteristic first-order bending leads 
to the selection of this ODS as a unique structural mode over others.   
 With the unique baseline modes selected and classified, the next step is to compare these 
modes to those of the damaged cases.  Note that any as-built imperfections are included in these 
experimental mode shapes and will also be indicated in the damaged shapes.  Most shapes in 
Table 3-2 are coupled with torsion, which appears to be dominant for the student-built model 
bridge. One potential cause was that the bottom of one t-shaped pier may not be completely 
level.  This imperfection occurred due to the fact that the form was not completely level after 
concrete pouring leaving a very slight slant; additionally, the laboratory floor was not exactly 
level due to a floor drain.  This was evident when the center slab was placed onto the bridge, 
rocking back and forth whenever a load was introduced at an extremity.  This rocking was 
eliminated by shoring one side of the pier with metal wedges until the pier was level and the 
rocking of the center slab ceased.  However, the imperfections as well as the dominance of 
torsion are not negative aspects of this study: use of the as-built structure is a positive strength 
since no actual structure is constructed perfectly to plan.  Any imperfection or the dominance of 
one certain motion will be evident in both the baseline and damaged cases.  Thus, when the two 
cases are compared, the imperfections will be present in both scenarios and should not give way 






 For the baseline case, nine of the potential operational deflected shapes were deemed 
unique.  Peak-picking and mode determination are subjective in nature: this is the only portion of 
the program that is subjective and is also the portion that takes the greatest amount of human 
time.  Prior experience in modal analysis as well as extensive investigation into each shape 
mitigates the risk of choosing an inferior shape.   
 The selected baseline mode shapes can now be compared to those ODS of damaged 
cases.  Similar modal motions will be used in the various damage detection algorithms in order 
to quantify the comparison.  These modal comparisons can indicate the presence, and possibly 





4. PROGRAM RESULTS 
 
The frequency content (FRFs) and operational deflected shapes (ODS) of the baseline 
versus damaged cases can reveal possible damage locations as well as severity.  Shown in Figure 
4-1, the baseline case consists of the center slab in direct contact with the t-shaped piers on either 
side.  This case should provide the highest natural frequencies since there is no softening or 
damping induced by paper or rubber bearings. 
 
Figure 4-1.  Baseline case with concrete-on-concrete connections. 
 
An increase in damping can be an indicator that joint softening has occurred.  While 
leaving the structure intact and damage-free for future testing, the end conditions of the center 
slab are altered by inserting a material, such as rubber.  Simulating damage, the inserted material 
will provide frequency content akin to concrete crushing or pier settlement.  A damaged support 
will have less stiffness due to component wear and more damping due to internal friction. The 
paper and rubber bearings will provide these for the bridge vibrations and thus produce a 
“damage” scenario.   
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The various damage cases to be tested herein are shown in Figures 4-2 and 4-3.  A bottle 
jack on a pedestal was used to lift the center slab in order to insert and remove bearings for 
different damage scenarios.  The bearing pads were one-sixteenth inch thick 70 shore durometer 
(70D) and softer 40 shore durometer (40D) Buna-N rubber strips. To show a lesser amount of 
simulated damage, cardstock paper was also been employed.   
Demonstrating incrementally increasing damage at a single pier, Asymmetrical Damage 
Cases (ADC) 1, 2, 3, and 4 are shown in Figure 4-2.  ADC1 has a thin piece of cardstock paper 
on one side and a concrete-on-concrete connection on the other.  ADC2 has a one-sixteenth inch 
thick 70D bearing on one side with a concrete-on-concrete connection on the other.  ADC3 has a 
one-sixteenth inch thick 40D bearing on one side with a concrete-on-concrete connection on the 
other.  ADC4 has a one-sixteenth inch thick 70D bearing on one side with a one-sixteenth inch 
thick 40D bearing on the other.  The most damped asymmetrical system is this last configuration: 
the other ADCs – 1, 2, and 3 – are expected to fall between ADC4 and the baseline case. Note 
that these cases are most likely represent damage due to an event at one specific pier. 
Demonstrating incrementally increasing damage at both piers, Symmetrical Damage 
Cases (SDC) 1, 2, and 3 are shown in Figure 4-3.  SDC1 has cardstock paper on both sides while 
SDC2 has one-sixteenth inch thick 70D bearings on both sides.  SDC3 has one-sixteenth inch 
thick 40D bearings on both sides. The most damped symmetrical system is this last 
configuration: the other SDCs – 1 and 2 – are expected to fall between SDC3 and the baseline 






Figure 4-2.  Asymmetrical damage cases to be tested. 
 















4.1. Cumulative Asymmetrical Damage Case Results 
Each of the asymmetrical cases was treated in the same manner as the baseline case: all 
noticeable peaks were chosen for analysis, and mode shapes were then analyzed to pick unique 
modes as discussed in Section 3.3.  Once this lengthy and potentially subjective process was 
complete, characteristic modes for each asymmetrical case were compared to those of the 
baseline case as supplied in Appendices C and B, respectively.  The deflected shapes were 
analyzed for similarities and coordinated to one another, if possible.  The resulting comparison is 
provided in the waterfall plot of Figure 4-4.  Table 4-1 also provides the results in numerical 
form, showing which frequencies of each asymmetrical damage case match baseline case 
resonances.  Note that a dash in Table 4-1 indicates that no matching mode could be found to 
compare to the baseline.  All nine baseline modes mentioned in Chapter 3 were matched to 
asymmetrical damage case modes.   
Table 4-1.  Baseline versus Asymmetrical Damage Cases (ADC) resonant frequencies. 
 
Both Table 4-1 as well as Figure 4-4 show a general downward trend in natural 
frequencies as the level of simulated damage increases.  This downward shift in frequency is 
expected due to the fact that the structure is less stiff, or more flexible, after damage has been 
introduced.  Since the stiffness has decreased, a mode that was previously excited near 154 Hz, 
Case: Frequencies (Hz) with Δf = 5.12E-17 Hz 
Baseline 
Mode: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Baseline 12.227 64.170 78.232 98.916 114.629 153.828 178.389 199.785 224.414 
ADC1 9.395 - 75.557 85.254 106.953 121.240 176.797 - - 
ADC2 9.531 51.396 - - 99.707 118.096 158.721 168.262 216.992 
ADC3 9.355 37.822 75.098 - 85.186 117.578 167.939 - 202.979 
ADC4 9.092 30.732 73.809 - 79.746 116.631 146.787 - 190.449 
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for example, could now be excited at 121 Hz (Baseline Mode 6 vs. ADC1 Mode 5).  The most 




                                                     (Eqn. 4-1). 
 
where ω is resonant frequency, k is stiffness, and M is mass.  When paper or rubber is introduced 
at the boundary, the change of mass is negligible as compared to the system’s mass. Thus, only 
the stiffness reduction affects resonant frequency: as the stiffness decreases, the frequency will 
also decrease.  Table 4-2 presents the cumulative percent differences for four coordinated mode 
chains. 
Table 4-2.  Frequency shifts for select ADC resonant frequencies. 
Baseline 
Mode: Mode 1 Mode 5 Mode 6 Mode 7 















Baseline 12.227  -  114.629  -  153.828  -  178.389  -  
ADC1 9.395 -23.16% 106.953 -6.70% 121.24 -21.18% 176.797 -0.89% 
ADC2 9.531 -22.05% 99.707 -13.02% 118.096 -23.23% 158.721 -11.03% 
ADC3 9.355 -23.49% 85.186 -25.69% 117.578 -23.57% 167.939 -5.86% 
ADC4 9.092 -25.64% 79.746 -30.43% 116.631 -24.18% 146.787 -17.72% 
 
Table 4-2 provides a cumulative percent difference between four select baseline modes 
and their asymmetrical damage case counterparts.  These modes were selected because they were 
present in the baseline case as well as every damage case.  The general trend observed in Table 
4-2 is an increasing negative cumulative percent difference.  Mode 1 exhibits an immediate drop 
of -23.16% from a baseline frequency of 12.227 Hz to the Asymmetrical Damage Case 1 
frequency of 9.395 Hz.  Mode 1’s frequency then remains around 9 to 9.5 Hz for each 
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asymmetrical damage case varying from a low of 9.092 Hz, a -25.64% difference, to a high of 
9.531 Hz, a -22.05% difference.  This 3.59% variation is within an acceptable margin of error 
and can be attributed to variance of test conditions.  Mode 5 follows the general downward trend 
between each case.  The frequency of mode 5 for ADC1 is -6.70% lower than the baseline with 
that value almost doubling to -13.02% for ADC2 and again for ADC3 at -25.69%.  The 
frequency of mode 5 for ADC4 does not follow the same pattern with a -30.43% difference from 
the baseline.  This is likely due to the fact that both boundary conditions are altered rather than 
only the right hand side.  Mode 6 mimics the trend of mode 1 as ADC1 immediately drops by      
-21.18% and successive damage cases remain near this percent difference, dropping by 1 to 3 Hz 
or 0.5% to 2% between cases. 
One notable exception to the downward trend occurs on the frequency response of case 
ADC3.  The baseline frequency for this mode is 178.389 Hz with a downward shift to 176.797 
Hz for ADC1.  This slight downward shift of 0.89% is expected as ADC1 employs paper, which 
is not expected to dramatically affect the structure’s stiffness.  From ADC1 to ADC2, a second 
downward shift to 158.721 Hz is observed for a total of 11.03% change.  This downward shift of 
an additional 10.13% is expected since the rubber bearing should have greater effect.  From 
ADC2 to ADC3, however, an upward shift in frequency from 158.721 Hz to 167.939 Hz (5.17%) 
is observed.  This upward shift was unexpected as the bearing used in ADC3 is softer at 40D as 
compared to the 70D bearing of ADC2.  Inspection of Figure 4-4 reveals that two separate peaks 
in ADC2 appear to have merged in ADC3.  The interference caused by the coupling of these two 
peaks is believed to be the reason for the mode’s upward shift in frequency between ADC2 and 




Not all identified baseline modes could be coordinated to modes identified in the damage 
cases.  Several conditions can cause a mode that was identified in the baseline case to be lost 
when analyzing a damage case.  First, a mode’s resonant peak could have shifted near a peak 
with relatively large amplitude.  The greater peak can then dwarf the other, making identification 
of the smaller peak difficult.  Second, a mode’s resonant peak could have reduced amplitude due 
to less participation of that specific mode.  The reduced amplitude could negatively affect modal 
identification by having the peak lost to noise or interference from another nearby peak.  Finally, 
a mode can become coupled with another, making its peak frequency identification nearly 























































Coordinated modes in Figure 4-4 are color coded such that orange arrows indicate modes 
for which multiple matches were found between cases, while blue arrows indicate modes for 
which only one match was found between cases.  Dashed lines indicate that the mode was not 
present in a neighboring case but was matched to a mode present in another case: several dashed 
lines are present in Figure 4-4.  One specific example using the blue as well as the dashed line is 
the baseline frequency of 199.785 Hz (Mode 8).  This frequency was matched only once: thus, 
the line is blue.  The mode was matched to ADC2 but was not found in ADC1: thus, the line 
between the baseline and ADC2 is dashed indicating that the mode was not found in ADC1. 
Some peaks in both the baseline as well as the damage cases are not chosen even though 
their amplitudes are relatively large.  This is due to the fact that clear characteristic mode shapes 
were not found at those frequencies.  For example, the two peaks between 120 Hz and 150 Hz on 
the baseline case are large compared to the peak that was chosen at 114.629 Hz.  While these 
peaks are more dominant, the nodal deflections associated with their frequencies provide a mode 
shape that is coupled between the 114.629 Hz mode and the 153.828 Hz mode.  Thus, those 
frequencies do not provide new uncoupled mode shapes and are therefore not selected as unique 
modes.   
Other peaks, such as that near 120 Hz in ADC1, have a frequency chosen that is not at the 
visually identified “peak” location but is shifted to one side.  This shifted frequency was chosen 
based upon the windowed cumulative FRF: this is the analyst’s judgment call.  The shifted 
frequency in this example provided a cleaner mode shape than did the frequency with a 
maximum magnitude, which showed slight local slab distortion.  Thus, the more unique mode 
shape was selected to eliminate local mode interference. 
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Figure 4-5 illustrates mode shape evolution for Baseline Mode 3 with increasing damage.  
Not only does frequency shift downward but also torsional deflection increases with each 
damage case.  A curious change occurs between ADC3 and ADC4, where the mode shape 
appears to become slightly more restrained. ADC4 has a stiffness change on both sides with 40D 
rubber on the right and 70D rubber on the left.  Unlike the other cases where only the right 
boundary condition was altered, the left boundary alteration may cause this case to show 
different normalization effects.  The mode shape itself, however, still shows the trend behavior in 
mode shape evolution: the evident torsional deflection warrants its inclusion as matching the 
baseline mode.  Due to the introduction of damage, any plot of matched mode shapes between 
the different damage cases should show similar trending behavior of increased displacements due 
to joint softening. 
 
 
Figure 4-5.  Side view ODS comparison between Baseline (Mode 3), ADC1, ADC3, and ADC4. 
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Once all coordinating modes have been discerned, the separate cases can be 
quantitatively compared via the SHETM program’s output of damage indices.  Table 4-3 was 
created to summarize the performance of each damage index.  The damage indices were judged 
based upon their ability to identify the presence of damage as well as their success in locating 
damage. Note that two potential dangers exist: unnoticed damage and false positives.  Missing 
significant damage or underestimating its severity can lead to a false sense of safety while too 
many false positives can cause unnecessary alarm and eventually mistrust. 
 







Identify? Locate? Identify? Locate? Identify? Locate? Identify? Locate? 
ADC1 Yes N/A Yes No Yes tLHS** Yes No 
ADC2 Yes N/A Yes No Yes tLHS** Yes No 
ADC3 Yes N/A Yes tRHS* Yes tLHS** Yes No 




Total Division COMAC 
Absolute 
Difference Percent Difference 
Identify? Locate? Identify? Locate? Identify? Locate? Identify? Locate? 
ADC1 Yes tRHS* Yes No Yes Yes Yes No 
ADC2 Yes tRHS* Yes No Yes Yes Yes No 
ADC3 Yes No Yes No Yes Yes Yes No 
ADC4 Yes No Yes No Yes Yes Yes No 
Baseline 
versus: 
Flexibility Damage Location 
Vector Strain Energy Normalized Index 
Identify? Locate? Identify? Locate? Identify? Locate? 
ADC1 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No 
ADC2 Yes tRHS* Yes Yes Yes Yes 
ADC3 Yes tRHS* Yes Yes Yes No 
ADC4 Yes tRHS* Yes tRHS* Yes No 
* = Damage trend on right hand side 




Table 4-3 categorizes each indicator as well as the corresponding index.  Up to three 
divisions exist for the table header depending upon applicable algorithms.  The first division at 
the top names the indicator, either curvature or flexibility, while the second division names the 
damage index.  In such a case where the indicator does not have multiple indices, the first two 
divisions are merged.  The final header division consists of two boxes: “Identify?” and “Locate?”   
Table 4-3 also uses color as well as abbreviations to contrast the abilities of each damage index.  
For the first option under each damage index, there exists an “Identify?” box.  In order to be 
classified as having identified damage, each damage index must have values that significantly 
differ between nodes or modes.  These differences indicate that damage has occurred in the 
system, but the indicator may not show these damaged areas in the correct location.  If an 
indicator can identify damage by severity, a value of “Yes” is given in the “Identify?” box, and 
the box is filled green.  If an indicator cannot identify damage, a value of “No” is given in the 
“Identify?” box, and the box is filled red.  For the second option under each index, there exists a 
“Locate?” box.  If an indicator, like MAC, does not possess the ability to locate damage, a value 
of “N/A” is given in the “Locate?” box, and the box remains white.  If a plotted indicator shows 
that the majority of damaged modes occur to one side of the structure but still has outliers in 
other locations, an inconclusive value of either “tLHS” or “tRHS” is given in the “Locate?” box, 
and the box remains white.  For those two values, “tLHS” is an abbreviation for trend left hand 
side and “tRHS” is an abbreviation for trend right hand side: note that a right hand side trend 
may be imply damage severity but without reasonable accuracy with various outliers.  If a 
damage index is plotted and depicts an accurate location of the damage for at least one of the 
three directions, a value of “Yes” is given in the “Locate?” box, and the box is filled green. 
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Finally, if an indicator cannot locate damage, a value of “No” is given in the “Locate?” box, and 
the box is filled red. 
The consequence of Table 4-3 is to show practical results of what indicator worked best 
for the studied scaled reinforced concrete bridge.  All eleven damage indices were able to 
identify the presence of damage to the bridge.  Two out of the eleven were able to locate the 
damaged areas of the bridge for the y direction measurements: Flexibility Absolute Difference 
and Damage Location Vector.  Another flexibility based damage index, Normalized Modal 
Flexibility, was able to accurately locate damage for the first case and showed a trend of 
damaged nodes near the damage location for the other three cases.  Strain Energy was able to 
accurately locate damage once out of the four cumulative cases for vertical z-direction 
measurements.  Curvature Absolute Difference curiously trended opposite the expected damage 
location, showing damage along the left hand side of the center slab. 
The SHETM program outputs damage indices for seven algorithms in all three directions; 
Figures 4-6 and 4-7 are y-direction sway outputs for the baseline case versus ADC1.  An 
excellent result, Figure 4-6 is a plot of the Damage Location Vector (DLV) as described in 
Section 1.2.2.7.  This plot indicates that the most damaged nodes occur along the right hand side 
of the slab which is where the paper was inserted.  The nodes having Damage Location Vector 
values that fall in the highest 10% are considered the worst case (black) and occur at nodes 10, 
11, 21, 22, 54, and 55 along the right hand side of the slab.  In a bridge inspection, these extreme 
values would signal that this area needs immediate attention.  Nodes that have Damage Location 
Vector Values that fall in the next 20% (red) also occur along the right hand side of the slab at 
nodes 9, 32, 33, 43, and 44.  From the top to the bottom of the slab, the damage nodes seem to 
increase in number towards the slab’s left hand side.  This effect and the diagonal line of 
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damaged nodes that it forms are thought to occur due to the dominance of torsion in the model 
bridge’s mode shapes. 
An example of a less certain result, Figure 4-7 is a plot of the Normalized Modal 
Flexibility Index (ZMFI) as described in Section 1.2.2.3.  This index does provide evidence of 
damage along the right hand side of the slab, but the results are not as visually strong as those 
plotted by the DLV.  This plot does, however, have a different color code due to its 
normalization: green, magenta, and black.  Nodes that are within the bounds of negative one and 
positive one are considered undamaged and are green.  Nodes with values outside the bounds of 
negative one and positive one indicate possible locations of damage and are magenta.  Nodes 
with values outside of the bounds of negative two and positive two have a stronger possibility of 
being damaged and are colored black.  The ZMFI plot in Figure 4-7 is thought to accurately 
detect the general damage location because the nodes that have the highest possibility of being 
damaged are located along the right hand side of the slab at nodes 10, 32, 43, and 44.  A majority 
of the magenta nodes also trend along the right hand side of the slab; therefore, an inspector 
would start at the right hand side of the slab due to the plotted results. 
Figure 4-8 is an example of a post-processed damage index plot constructed in Microsoft 
Excel using SHETM output values.  This plotting idea was conceived after program completion 
and has been added as an item under Future Work in Chapter 5. Figure 4-8 provides the center 
slab nodes which are represented by small squares with node numbers underneath.  Two 
different color codes were used to construct the plots: each varies from the thresholds employed 
for the program’s plots.  Conditional formatting in Excel was used to set custom thresholds, 
arbitrarily chosen as 1E-7 for Curvature Difference and 1E-14 for Flexibility Absolute 
Difference (described in Sections 1.2.2.4 and 1.2.2.3 respectively).  If a cell’s value was greater 
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than or equal to this number, the cell’s text was changed from black to red.  The next threshold 
value was selected as 1E-6 for Curvature Difference and 1E-13 for Flexibility Absolute 
Difference, representing an increase of one order of magnitude.  If a cell’s value was greater than 
or equal to this number, the cell was highlighted red.  The challenge with this method was 
plotting the results since there were six to seven modes coordinated between each case and the 
baseline. Additionally, Excel values existed for not only each mode but also each node.  To solve 
this problem, the threshold represented in Figure 4-9 was implemented and used node by node.  
Using this threshold and associated color code, Flexibility Absolute Difference was plotted in 
Figure 4-8 and shows all damage concentrated at the right hand side of the slab where the paper 
was inserted.  This plot would give an inspector a strong indication of where to start looking at 


























































































































































































































The remaining two damage indices post-processed using Microsoft Excel were Curvature 
Division and Flexibility Percent Difference.  These indices were also plotted based upon 
conditional formatting rules in Excel.  The threshold for these two remaining indices, however, 
was more similar to that used in the program.  For both indices, if a cell’s value was between 0 
and less than 30, it was highlighted green; between 30 and less than 50, it was highlighted blue; 
between 50 and less than 70, it was highlighted red; between 70 and less than 90, it was 
highlighted magenta; and greater than 90 was highlighted black.  Each node was then plotted by 
taking the color representing the most damaged case from the corresponding modes.  Each of the 
Excel tables and their corresponding plots are provided in Appendix E. 
 
 In summary, for asymmetrical cases considering cumulative damage, each of the damage 
indices was successful in identifying the presence of damage to the scale bridge.  Not all of the 
damage indices, however, could accurately locate the damage. The two indices that show the 
most promise are Damage Location Vector and Flexibility Absolute Difference.  Their 
visualization plots are provided in Figures 4-6 and 4-8.   
The remaining damage indices were not able to locate damage for a variety of reasons.  
COMAC showed promise, locating damaged nodes at the correct location along the right hand 
side of the center slab for vertical z-direction measurements.  Many false positives were noted, 
however, along the left hand side of the slab, leaving the overall impression that both boundaries 
were damaged.  Curvature Absolute Difference indicated damage along the left hand side of the 
center slab in each case – opposite of the correct location.  Total Curvature Division displayed 
center slab plots with a low number of damaged points, sometimes only indicating one damaged 
point on the slab.  This method was therefore found to provide too many false negatives due to 
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extremely high values for a few specific points.  Curvature Division, on the other hand, provided 
damage locations that trended to the right hand side for the least damaged cases with more false 
positives appearing as the simulated damage increased.  COMAC Curvature was found to exhibit 
no discernible pattern, indicating many false positives across the entire slab.  Flexibility Percent 
Difference located damage along the right hand side of the slab for z-direction measurements but 
also included false positives along the left hand side as well as in the center of the slab.  Lastly, 
the Strain Energy method was able to accurately locate damage for baseline versus ADC2 in the 
z-direction, but it did not show any discernible pattern; Strain Energy was not able to locate 
damage for other asymmetrical damage cases. 
These results do not permanently eliminate these indices from consideration.  The metrics 
that did not as accurately locate damage for this structure may still have their use for other 
structures. Future work should be conducted on various structures using each index in order to 






4.2. Incremental Asymmetrical Damage Case Results 
The previous section presented the results for each asymmetrical case as compared to the 
original baseline, denoted cumulative damage as the bearing softness increases. In this section, 
the damaged cases are compared to themselves, denoted incremental damage: the baseline is no 
longer the as-built original structure but now becomes the previous test case. For example, 
ADC1 would still be compared to the baseline (BL) case, but ADC2 would be compared to 
ADC2. The purpose of this study is to determine if periodic inspections require a large history 
bank of learning data. 
Note that the deflected shapes were analyzed for similarities and matched as shown in 
Figure 4-4.  Table 4-1 also provides the results in numerical form, showing which frequencies of 
each of the four asymmetrical damage cases match to the baseline frequencies as well as each 
other.  Table 4-4 was created to summarize the performance of each damage index for the case of 
incremental damage.  The damage indices were judged on their ability to identify the presence of 
damage as well as their ability to locate damage. 
As shown in Table 4-4, all eleven damage indices were able to identify the presence of 
damage to the bridge.  Three out of the eleven were able to locate the damaged areas of the 
bridge for the x or y-direction measurements: Flexibility Absolute Difference, Damage Location 
Vector, and Normalized Modal Flexibility Index.  Curvature Absolute Difference again trended 













Identify? Locate? Identify? Locate? Identify? Locate? Identify? Locate? 
BL v. ADC1 Yes N/A Yes No Yes tLHS** Yes No 
ADC1 v. ADC2 Yes N/A Yes No Yes tLHS** Yes No 
ADC2 v. ADC3 Yes N/A Yes No Yes tLHS** Yes No 
Cases: 
Curvature Flexibility 
Total Division COMAC 
Absolute 
Difference Percent Difference 
Identify? Locate? Identify? Locate? Identify? Locate? Identify? Locate? 
BL v. ADC1 Yes tRHS* Yes No Yes Yes Yes No 
ADC1 v. ADC2 Yes No Yes No Yes Yes Yes No 
ADC2 v. ADC3 Yes No Yes No Yes Yes Yes No 
Cases: 
Flexibility Damage Location 
Vector Strain Energy Normalized Index 
Identify? Locate? Identify? Locate? Identify? Locate? 
BL v. ADC1 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No 
ADC1 v. ADC2 Yes tRHS* Yes Yes Yes tRHS* 
ADC2 v. ADC3 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No 
* = Damage trend on right hand side 
** = Damage trend on left hand side 
 
While Figure 4-6 presents the associated output for the baseline case versus ADC1, 
Figure 4-10 is a plot of the Damage Location Vector for the incremental damage of ADC1 to 
ADC2.  This output indicates that the most damaged nodes occur along the right hand side of the 
slab where the paper was inserted.  The node having a Damage Location Vector value that falls 
in the highest 10% is considered the worst case (black) and occurs at node 33 along the right 
hand side of the slab.  Nodes that have Damage Location Vector Values that fall in the next 20% 






While Figure 4-7 presents the associated output for the baseline case versus ADC1, 
Figure 4-11 is a plot of the Normalized Modal Flexibility Index for the incremental damage of 
ADC2 to ADC3.  This plot was chosen because it is one of the clearest damage location plots, 
showing all damaged points along the right hand side boundary only.  Recall that this plot does 
have a different color code due to its normalization: green, magenta, and black.  The Normalized 
Modal Flexibility plot in Figure 4-11 is thought to accurately detect the location of damage 
because the node that has the highest possibility of being damaged is located along the right hand 
side of the slab at node 11.  All of the magenta nodes are also located along the right hand side of 
the slab at nodes 32, 33, and 55; therefore, an inspector would start at the right hand side of the 
slab based upon the plotted results. 
Plotted with the color scheme in Figure 4-9, Figure 4-12 is a plot of the results of the 
Flexibility Absolute Difference index comparing ADC2 and ADC3.  All of the major node 
damage is concentrated at the right hand side of the slab where the paper was inserted; however, 
the damaged location trend is slightly less organized than those of Figure 4-8 for cumulative 
damage.  The most nodal damage occurs at node 43 with the nodes at the second highest damage 
threshold at nodes 32 and 21.  This plot would give an inspector a strong indication of where to 




























































































Figure 4-12.  Y-direction Flexibility Absolute Difference plot for ADC2 versus ADC3 using 
Figure 4-9’s color scheme. 
 
 
In summary, for the incremental asymmetrical test, each of the damage indices was 
successful in identifying the presence of damage to the reinforced concrete bridge.  Not all of the 
damage indices, however, could accurately locate the damage.  The three indices that show 
promise when comparing each case to one another are Flexibility Absolute Difference, Damage 
Location Vector, and Normalized Modal Flexibility Index.  These same indices also worked well 
in locating cumulative damage.  The Normalized Modal Flexibility Index seemed to work better 
when considering incremental damage, but more testing should be done to verify this hypothesis. 
The remaining damage indices, shown in Appendices D and E, were not able to locate 
damage for a variety of reasons.  COMAC showed promise, locating damaged nodes at the 
correct location along the right hand side of the center slab for vertical z-direction measurements.  
Many false positives were noted, however, along the top and bottom of the slab, leaving the 
overall impression that most of the slab was damaged.  Curvature Absolute Difference indicated 
damage along the left hand side of the center slab in each case – opposite of the correct location.  
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Total Curvature Division displayed center slab plots with a low number of damaged points, 
sometimes only indicating one damaged point on the slab.  This method was therefore found to 
provide too many false negatives due to extremely high values for a few specific points.  
Curvature Division, on the other hand, provided damage locations that trended to the right hand 
side for the least damaged cases with more false positives appearing as the simulated damage 
increased.  COMAC Curvature was found to exhibit no discernible pattern, indicating many false 
positives across the entire slab.  Flexibility Percent Difference located damage along the right 
hand side of the slab for z-direction measurements but also included false positives along the left 
hand side as well as in the center of the slab.  Lastly, the Strain Energy method was trended to 
the right hand side for ADC1 versus ADC2, but had false positives along the left hand side 
which lead to its classification as a trend and not damage detection; Strain Energy was not able 
to locate damage for other asymmetrical damage cases.  Again, these results do not permanently 










4.3. Cumulative Symmetrical Damage Cases 
Recall that Symmetrical Damage Cases (SDC) 1, 2, and 3 have paper, 70D rubber, and 40D 
rubber bearings, respectively, inserted at both piers to represent damage due to overall aging. 
Each of the symmetrical cases was treated in the same manner as other cases: all noticeable 
peaks were chosen for analysis, and mode shapes were then analyzed to pick unique modes as 
discussed in Section 3.3.  Supplied in Appendix C, the characteristic modes for each symmetrical 
case were compared to those of the baseline case. The deflected shapes were analyzed for 
similarities and coordinated to one another, if possible.  The resulting comparison is provided in 
the waterfall plot of Figure 4-13.  Table 4-5 also provides the results in numerical form, showing 
which frequencies of each symmetrical damage case match baseline case resonances.  Note that a 
dash in Table 4-5 indicates that no matching mode could be found to correlate to the baseline.   
 
Table 4-5.  Baseline versus SDC resonant frequencies. 
Case: Frequencies (Hz) with Δf = 5.12E-17 Hz 
Baseline 
Mode: 
1 2 3 5 6 7 9 
Baseline 12.227 64.170 78.232 114.629 153.828 178.389 224.414 
SDC1 11.982 60.986 75.469 106.729 113.838 172.803 - 
SDC2 9.756 39.482 76.152 107.100 113.154 149.639 215.537 
SDC3 9.658 30.684 74.482 101.367 113.936 140.996 203.115 
 
Of the nine baseline modes mentioned in Chapter 3, seven were matched to symmetrical 
damage case modes. Both Table 4-5 as well as Figure 4-13 exhibit the expected downward trend 
in natural frequencies as the level of simulated damage increases.  Table 4-6 presents the 




Table 4-6.  Frequency shifts for select SDC resonant frequencies. 
Baseline 
Mode: 













Baseline 12.227 - 64.170 - 78.232 - 
SDC1 11.982 -2.00% 60.986 -4.96% 75.469 -3.53% 
SDC2 9.756 -20.21% 39.482 -38.47% 76.152 -2.66% 
SDC3 9.658 -21.01% 30.684 -52.18% 74.482 -4.79% 
Baseline 
Mode: 













Baseline 114.629 - 153.828 - 178.389 - 
SDC1 106.729 -6.89% 113.838 -26.00% 172.803 -3.13% 
SDC2 107.100 -6.57% 113.154 -26.44% 149.639 -16.12% 
SDC3 101.367 -11.57% 113.936 -25.93% 140.996 -20.96% 
 
Table 4-6 provides a cumulative percent difference between six baseline modes and their 
symmetrical damage case counterparts; these modes were selected because they were observed 
in the baseline case as well as every symmetrical damage case.  The general trend in Table 4-6 is 
an increasing negative cumulative percent difference.  Mode 1 decreases from 12.227 Hz to 
11.982 Hz from the baseline case to SDC1, a difference of -2.00%.  The same mode occurs at 
9.756 Hz in SDC2 and 9.658 Hz in SDC3, differences of -20.21% and -21.01% respectively.  
The general downward trend is still observed for mode 1: the small drop between the baseline 
and SDC1 makes sense as the paper is thin and provides a relatively small stiffness change when 
compared to SDC2 and SDC3 which both exhibit larger differences.  Modes 2 and 7 also both 
follow this general downward trend.  Mode 3 occurs at 78.232 Hz for the baseline case and drops 
by -3.53% to 75.469 Hz in SDC1.  The frequency jumps up, however, for SDC2 occurring at 
76.152 Hz, but only -2.66% which is within possible variance.  These relatively small frequency 
differences between modes can be attributed to the fact that mode 3 appears to occur at 
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frequency valleys rather than frequency peaks due to the increasing magnitudes of the 
surrounding peaks, especially those less than 50 Hz.  Mode 5 exhibits a similar trend as mode 3 
between SDC1 and SDC2.  The frequency of mode 5 between these cases also increases from 
106.729 Hz, a difference of -6.89%, to 107.100 Hz, a difference of -6.57%.  This 0.32% increase 
between the paper case and the 70D rubber case is likely due to the combination of two separate 
peaks into one from SDC1 to SDC2.  This explanation can also explain similar behavior for 
mode 6, which occurs at 153.828 Hz in the baseline case and 113.838 Hz, a difference of              
-26.00%, in SDC1.  The same mode occurs at a slightly lower frequency in SDC2 at 113.154 Hz, 
a difference of -26.44%.  For SDC3, however, the frequency increases to 113.936 Hz, a 
difference of -25.93% from the baseline frequency.  This higher frequency that does not follow 
the previous downward trend is also likely due to the combination of two separate peaks between 























































Once coordinating modes have been discerned, cases can be quantitatively compared via 
the SHETM program’s output of damage indices.  Table 4-7 was created to summarize the 
performance of each damage index.  The damage indices were judged based upon their ability to 
identify the presence of damage as well as their success in locating damage.  
 







Identify? Locate? Identify? Locate? Identify? Locate? Identify? Locate? 
SDC1 Yes N/A Yes No Yes No Yes No 
SDC2 Yes N/A Yes No Yes No Yes No 




Total Division COMAC 
Absolute 
Difference Percent Difference 
Identify? Locate? Identify? Locate? Identify? Locate? Identify? Locate? 
SDC1 Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No 
SDC2 Yes No Yes No Yes tRHS* Yes No 
SDC3 Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No 
Baseline 
versus: 
Flexibility Damage Location 
Vector Strain Energy Normalized Index 
Identify? Locate? Identify? Locate? Identify? Locate? 
SDC1 Yes No Yes Yes Yes No 
SDC2 Yes No Yes tRHS* Yes No 
SDC3 Yes tRHS* Yes tRHS* Yes No 
* = Damage trend on right hand side 















































As seen in Table 4-7, all eleven damage indices were able to identify the presence of 
damage to the bridge.  The previous three that performed well for asymmetrical damage cases 
(Flexibility Absolute Difference, Damage Location Vector, and Normalized Modal Flexibility 
Index) were unable to accurately locate damage to the structure and at best displayed a trend 
along the right hand side of the center slab, save for the one Damage Location Vector case of 
Figure 4-14.  The other eight indices did not show signs of any specific trends and failed to 
accurately locate the center slab damage.  
Using Damage Location Vector for SDC1, Figure 4-14 is the only plotted damage index 
that locates damage at both piers, albeit uneven.  When comparing this output to Figure 4-6, the 
same damage location trends are evident on the right hand side data.  The damaged points seem 
to extend diagonally from the top right of the slab almost to mid-span in each case.  This same 
pattern is visible on the left hand side of Figure 4-14 indicating that detection of the symmetrical 
damage to the center slab for the baseline versus SDC1 was somewhat successful. The induced 
damage was symmetrical, but the structural effect was not: the severity of damage was 40% 
greater for the right pier versus the left pier. 
 
In summary, all damage indices were able to identify the presence of damage, but no 
index was able to accurately locate damage at both piers for the symmetrical damage cases. 
Damage location performance was much better for the asymmetrical damage cases.  While this 
seems to be a negative result, the nature of damage (overall aging versus abnormal event) affects 
the results.  The fundamental and dominant mode, sidesway, is affected differently for 
asymmetrical damage than it is for symmetrical damage.  For asymmetrical damage, one side of 
the center slab has more freedom of motion and will thus displace further during the sidesway 
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modes.  For cumulative damage, however, both sides of the center slab have equal simulated 
damage, causing the entire slab to displace potentially uniformly when compared to the baseline 
case.  This overall even displacement will thus indicate, for the sidesway mode, that the entire 
slab is damaged rather than one side. 
Continuing this idea, asymmetrical damage more greatly affects lower frequency modes. 
For example, Mode 1’s frequency for ADC1 is 23.16% less than the baseline case frequency 
while the same SDC1 peak is only 2.00% less.  The maximum cumulative percent difference for 
the asymmetrical cases is -25.64% whereas it is less at -21.01% for the symmetrical cases.  
These facts lead the researcher to conclude that lower frequency modes are affected more by 
asymmetrical damage.  Since these modes are also easier to identify via modal decomposition 
and the fundamental mode of sidesway is dominant in the structure’s response, it can be 
concluded that asymmetrical damage affecting a boundary condition is easier to locate.  
Therefore, from this study, an abnormal event that only affects one pier of a bridge would be 
most easily located using the SHE™ program. 
This study also supports the corollary: symmetrical damage more greatly affects higher 
frequency modes. For example, Mode 7’s frequency for ADC1 is only 0.89% less than the 
baseline case frequency while the same SDC1 peak is 3.13%.  The maximum cumulative percent 
difference for the asymmetrical cases is -17.72% whereas it is -20.96% for the symmetrical 
cases.  These facts lead the researcher to conclude the opposite for symmetrical cases: modes 
with frequencies greater than 100 Hz are affected more by symmetrical damage. Since these 
modes are harder to identify via SHETM’s modal decomposition, it can also be concluded that 
symmetrical damage affecting boundary conditions is difficult to locate.  Therefore, the effect of 





This section summarizes and itemizes the outcomes herein.  The significance of this work to 
several fields is also presented.  Lastly, recommendations are provided to improve and extend 
these efforts for even greater applicability. 
 
5.1. Summary 
Detection of structural damage before propagation of the damage or failure of the structure is the 
main focus of structural health monitoring.  Much literature concentrates on specific topics in 
structural health monitoring, yet no work addresses the major issue of comparing various damage 
detection indicators.  This thesis has presented eleven damage indices derived from six published 
indicators.  In order to visually compare results, the Structural Health Evaluation, SHE™, 
program was developed.  As a test structure to validate the program, a scale model reinforced 
concrete bridge was constructed, and modal decomposition was verified using baseline tap test 
measurements.  Several damage scenarios were then physically simulated in order to evaluate the 
effectiveness of each damage index.  Final recommendations were then made for each damage 
index regarding their effectiveness on this reinforced concrete bridge. 
 
The SHE™ program was developed using MATLAB.  The program contains custom 
code for signal processing, modal decomposition, and structural health indication.  Program 
flexibility was one of the major benefits to writing a custom in-house program.  At least two 
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commercial programs would be required in order to perform similar signal processing and modal 
decomposition functions, and there is no known program in existence that can provide visual 
structural health indication.  Included damage indices are MAC, COMAC, Damage Location 
Vector, Flexibility Absolute Difference, Flexibility Percent Difference, Normalized Modal 
Flexibility Index, Curvature Absolute Difference, Curvature Division, Total Curvature Division, 
COMAC of Curvature, and Strain Energy. 
To validate and test the SHE™ program, a reinforced concrete bridge was constructed in 
the National Center for Physical Acoustics. The bridge is an approximate 1:12 scale model of the 
Ford Center Bridge on the University of Mississippi campus.  The planning, construction, and 
moving of the bridge occupied the majority of the 2013 spring semester; after the bridge was 
assembled, it could then be instrumented for baseline data collection.  Fifty-seven points on the 
bridge were chosen for measurement with 55 being concentrated on the center slab.  The bridge 
was excited using a twelve-pound PCB sledge hammer, striking an angled wooden block which 
ensured adequate excitation of all directions.  A single tri-axial accelerometer was moved 
between each measurement point for data collection.  The resulting baseline case data was then 
imported into the SHE™ program where 36 frequency peaks were chosen from the cumulative 
frequency response of the structure.  Of these 36 peaks, nine potential operational deflected 
shapes were deemed unique and were chosen for further analysis. 
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of each damage index, several damage cases were 
simulated using the reinforced concrete bridge.  In order to simulate various damage cases, the 
center slab was lifted with a hydraulic jack and either paper or rubber was inserted under one 
side (asymmetrical) or both sides (symmetrical).  The inserted materials provided frequency 
content akin to concrete crushing or pier settlement by lowering the stiffness at the point of 
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contact between the center slab and the pier.  Data was collected for each damage case and 
compared to the results from the baseline case for three separate scenarios: cumulative 
asymmetrical damage, incremental asymmetrical damage, and cumulative symmetrical damage.  
For each case, frequency content was analyzed, peaks were chosen, and operational deflected 
shapes were obtained.  These operational deflected shapes were compared and matched to the 
nine unique mode shapes identified for the baseline case.  Comparing modes revealed possible 
damage locations as well as damage severity, and damage indices and output plots were obtained 
using the SHE™ program. 
Observations were made regarding the effectiveness of each index in detecting and 
locating damage to the scale model reinforced concrete bridge.  Including the well-established 
MAC, all indices were adequate for detecting damage severity.  Each index compared with the 
program showed numerical changes significant enough to suggest that the structure had been 
damaged for all scenarios.  Contrarily, damage location separates index performance based upon 
damage configuration.  
Two indices excelled at locating structural damage for the cumulative asymmetrical 
damage cases: Flexibility Absolute Difference and Damage Location Vector.  Both indices were 
able to accurately locate damage in y-direction measurements along the right hand side of the 
center slab with minimal or no false positives at other locations.  Normalized Modal Flexibility 
Index was also able to locate damage along the damaged pier in one case but had false positives 
outside of the damaged region in subsequent comparisons.  The remaining damage indices were 
not able to locate damage in the cumulative asymmetrical damage cases because of either false 
positives, extreme sensitivities, or lack of discernible damage patterns.   
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Incremental damage cases were post-processed to test the overall sensitivity of the 
metrics.  Three indices excelled at locating structural damage for the incremental asymmetrical 
damage cases: Flexibility Absolute Difference, Damage Location Vector, and Normalized Modal 
Flexibility Index.  Both Flexibility Absolute Difference and Damage Location Vector were able 
to accurately locate damage in the y-direction measurements along the right hand side of the 
center slab as they were when considering the cumulative asymmetrical cases.  Normalized 
Modal Flexibility Index, however, performed better when considering incremental damage, but 
more testing should be conducted in order to verify this hypothesis.  The remaining damage 
indices were not able to locate damage for the same previously mentioned reasons.   
No single index excelled at locating damage for the cumulative symmetrical damage 
cases.  Damage Location Vector accurately located damage along both sides of the structure for 
ADC1, but was not able to locate the damage along the left hand side for either of the other two 
cumulative symmetrical cases.  The other two indices that performed well for the asymmetrical 
cases, Normalized Modal Flexibility Index and Flexibility Absolute Difference, were likewise 
unable to locate damage for the cumulative symmetrical damage cases.  Each index provided 
many false positives with predicted damage locations varying wildly around the center slab.  
From the cumulative symmetrical cases of this scale model bridge, direct use of damage indices 
appear unsuitable for detecting structural damage from structural aging. 
It is important to note that these results do not permanently eliminate these indices from 
consideration.  The metrics that did not as accurately locate damage for this structure may still 
have their use for other structures. Future work should be conducted on various structures using 
each index in order to determine which metric (or multiple metrics) work best for different 
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5.2. Lessons Learned 
Itemized as follows, several conclusions have been drawn from the design and operation of the 
SHE™ program.  
• For any structure, the SHE™ program can use time history data from any sensor with any 
excitation to produce visual indications of structural health. Note that a variety of data 
processing algorithms have been coded. 
• Operational deflected shapes plotted by the SHE™ program allow the user to have an 
increased understanding of a structure’s motion.  The two data points outside the target 
slab served this purpose exceptionally well. 
• Rather than a model or blueprints, the baseline is an as-built structure: for instance, 
analysis revealed that the scale model bridge had pre-existing imperfections from 
construction including center slab rocking and one non-level pier. 
• Representing an abnormal damaging event, asymmetrical damage is most easily located 
because as-built data leads to larger numerical differences in the damage indices. 
• Incremental asymmetrical damage is located by the damage indices but performance 
declines as damage severity lessens between cases. 
• Representing aging, symmetrical damage is not directly located by the damage indices, 
most likely because it is most evident in higher modes which are innately harder to 
identify by modal decomposition. 
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• For this reinforced concrete structure, Damage Location Vector, Flexibility Absolute 
Difference, and Normalized Modal Flexibility Index work best for locating damage.  




Aspects of this research reach into several fields. The structural health monitoring 
community has a vested interest in the modal coordination process.  Nine unique modes were 
found for the baseline case using the modal decomposition portion of the SHE™ program.  Via 
literature review, four to five modes were commonly observed for various elements or structures 
[30, 31, 36]: just once, six modes were observed and used in comparisons [34].  Therefore, the 
comparison of nine unique modes between the baseline and damage cases when using the SHE™ 
program is a unique aspect that can lead to more accurate results. 
Structural modelers often discover that models do not exactly match experiments, 
requiring updating and tuning beyond blueprint information.  The use of frequency content and 
modal knowledge accounts for pre-existing imperfections and aided in identifying them for the 
scale model reinforced concrete bridge.  Imperfections do not affect the performance of the 
damage indices, however, because the baseline case is compared to a damaged case for the same 
structure.  This provides the advantage that the SHE™ program will work for any as-built 
structure of any material; on the other hand, data capture before an event is a practical 
disadvantage.   
Structural engineers can always improve their designs by better understanding potential 
dynamic load cases.  Mode shapes as operational deflected shapes plotted by the SHE™ program 
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allow the user to increase their comprehension of the studied structure by supplying him/her with 
a visual representation of the structure’s motion.  This understanding of dynamic response can 
aid in explaining why a structure behaves as it does and how to reduce vibratory effects.  
Additionally, modelers can better interpret their output by modal participation factors. 
 
Future research in the Multi-Function Dynamics Laboratory has been enhanced by this 
effort.  A complete in-house program, the SHE™ program does not exist either commercially or 
academically.  This versatile program is unique because it can import sensor data, guide the user 
through modal decomposition, and deliver output with visual indications of the structure’s 
health.  While similar programs can perform modal analysis and modal decomposition, no other 
program exists that provides global structural health indication.  The sheer number of damage 
indices available in the SHE™ program will also serve to aid in identifying the best indicator(s) 
for certain structural classes.   
Overall, a less subjective manner of bridge inspection or post-event analysis would 
benefit bridge inspectors as well as the public by augmenting visual observations.  Three indices 
were found to perform best for damage location on the scale model reinforced concrete bridge, 
so they can now be more carefully considered on future reinforced concrete structures.  Even 
these indices had difficulty locating incremental as well as symmetrical damage.  This is a 
significant observation because it first suggests that the best baseline is older, as-built data when 
considering damage that is post-event.  It also suggests that aging is difficult to detect using low 
frequency modes, which are most easily observed.  Thus, a direct damage index metric may not 
be a useful tool for routine maintenance and inspection.  As currently built, the SHETM program 
is most useful for major post-event damage detection and location. 
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5.4. Future Work 
The ideas presented in this section represent objectives that should be addressed by future 
researchers building upon this work.  Limitations of this work are also indicated. 
Three indices were found in this study to locate damage on a scale model reinforced 
concrete bridge.  Further studies can be conducted with special focus on these three indices to 
determine which indices, if any, work best for all reinforced concrete structures.  In fact, a multi-
variate combinatorial study has been planned.  More generally, research could also be conducted 
to determine which indices work best for several different structural classifications as well as 
which indices work best for different materials.  This is the primary research vision of the Multi-
Function Dynamics Laboratory.   
Future studies should also be conducted in order to determine whether or not current 
methods will work if local damage does not appreciably affect global modes.  For example, 
damaging events that occur in a key location can affect the integrity of the important local area 
without altering global structural response.  In order to study this effect, finite element modeling 
can be employed: time histories can be generated by a simulated structure that is easily damaged 
at selected key locations.  This sensitivity study would better define the capabilities of the 
SHETM program since not all damage affects boundary conditions as in this thesis. 
This thesis presented baseline and damage case comparisons using all matched modes for 
each damage scenario.  Further research can be conducted limiting the number of modes used in 
analysis to determine the optimal number of modes required to obtain satisfactory results.  For 
example, further research of this nature can also be conducted on the symmetrical damage cases 
from this thesis using only modes with frequencies greater than 100 Hz.  The relatively higher 
frequency modes of the structures, such as those above 100 Hz, could possibly locate 
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symmetrical damage as lower frequency modes appeared to interfere with those results.  Along 
with using higher frequency modes, the sensor grid spacing on the bridge’s surface could also be 
decreased to better visualize symmetric damage effects.  Increasing the spatial resolution may 
potentially lead to better symmetrical damage identification for this bridge study, but an overly 
fine mesh may generate noise. 
Further research on damage thresholds must be conducted.  For this thesis, damage 
thresholds were arbitrarily determined by employing the range of each damage index value.  This 
difference was then used to divide the results into several bins or levels of damage based upon 
percentages.  This method was developed as an efficient means to classify damage, but it can 
generate false positives by creating variance when none was evident.  Broad research could 
determine if a flat number should be reached for certain damage indices before the structure can 
be classified as damaged.  The research could also determine if the percentage approach, as used 
in this thesis and other literature, is valid for damage levels. 
Other parameters and their effects on the program’s results need to be further explored.  
Temperature, moisture content, environment, corrosion, etc., could be studied to determine how 
much of an effect they have on the structure’s response.  For example, temperature can impact 
measured dynamic bridge response by varying fundamental frequency as much as 5% during a 
24-hour cycle [44].  Each parameter also requires study to determine what effect, if any, they 
have on conclusions generated from currently programmed methods.   
The peak picking portion of the program can also be improved to reduce its subjectivity.  
Preliminary literature review suggests that the incorporation of a stabilization diagram, such as 
that used by Caicedo [22], can help eliminate fictitious modes.  Caicedo also suggests that two 
parameters – MAC value and damping ratio – can be used to identify stable modes.  MAC values 
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higher than 0.95 are considered to indicate adequate correlation between two modes, with modes 
having lower MAC values being discarded.  Any selected peak is also compared to modes within 
0.005 Hz of the chosen frequency.  If the number of modes with MAC values greater than 0.95 is 
more than 20, then the selected mode can be considered a true mode of vibration.  Additionally, 
modes with more than 5% damping are discarded.  Using this method entitled “NExT” on the 
ASCE benchmark structure, Caicedo was able to dramatically reduce the number of true modal 
peaks from nearly thirty peaks to just six.  This method also successfully identified closely 
spaced modes [22].  Using this method, a program user could reduce subjectivity in modal peak 
picking, and this manner of enhancement is planned. 
Two additional program changes would have been implemented if time allowed.  The 
first enhancement is the development of a graphical user interface (GUI) for the SHE™ program.  
A GUI would reduce the chance for line input error that causes a user to have to start the 
program over from the beginning.  However, the large amount of user interaction and judgment 
must be incorporated into a visualization tool.  Code cleanup is the second change that could also 
be implemented.  The program code has been developed in segments over time and underwent 
constant changes in order to ensure proper function.  Now that program functionality has been 
fulfilled, alterations to improve program efficiency would be beneficial. 
While the program can handle any data, pre-processing options need further study.  
During the validation of the program’s modal decomposition (and a course project), data was 
collected from a student-built steel truss bridge.  A perturbing rattle between loose steel pieces 
led to the implementation of filtering imported data in the program.  This feature was 
unnecessary for the reinforced concrete bridge, but further research could now be conducted on 
the steel truss bridge.   Due to the lower damping, the filtering option should be useful to remove 
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noise and rattles from data.  The baseline and damage cases recorded for the testing could then 
be run through the program to determine the indices and, moreover, the program effectiveness on 
steel structures.  Also, proper data filtering and windowing are entire research areas among 
themselves, usually in electrical engineering.  Note that the filtering code is not as well 
implemented as windowing and could use further updates to ensure that the program source code 
does not have to be altered every time that a different filter is required. 
Two other questions were raised during the course of this thesis work that may also be 
addressed in the future.  First, could two different excitation sources be compared to show 
damage?  For example, measurements on a post-event structure could be taken using ambient 
excitation and then again with a forced excitation; these two cases could then be comparatively 
analyzed by the SHETM program.  Due to the inherent non-linear nature of damage, this method 
has potential to work.  An enormous advantage to disaster response and recovery, this would 
eliminate the need for prior baseline structural data, but the disadvantage is that forced excitation 
would be required on-site.  Additionally, will the program still operate effectively if there is a 
large amount of structural damage?  This question has come about by already collected data for 
quarter and half-inch thick Buna-N rubber bearings.  This data was previously thought of as 
unusable because generated mode shapes did not visually compare to the baseline due to 
extensive boundary alterations.  With the inclusion of the aforementioned stabilization diagram 
as well as the analyzed data illustrating frequency trends, it is possible that this question can be 
resolved.  However, it can be noted that severe post-event damage is much more likely to be 
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SHE™ User Guide 
The purpose of this user guide is to demonstrate how to utilize the structural health evaluation 
program to achieve the desired results.  Algorithms and methodology will not be discussed in 

















1. Data Input 
Throughout various stages of compilation, the program will ask the user to select files 
containing data to execute its current task.  More about these different steps will be revealed in 
the section entitled Running the Program, but in general the data files that the program will be 
comma-separated files with the default .csv extension.  Note that the program can load a file 
without the .csv extension, but the selected delimiter must remain a comma. 
To prevent repetition of work, a user can store the results of an analysis for the next 
execution. If the user stores either the first undamaged (baseline) case analysis or both the 
undamaged and damaged case analyses, the program will save MATLAB files in the default 
directory.  Stored as undamaged.mat and damaged.mat, these files may be imported instead of 
.csv time history files if the appropriate option is selected in the program’s prompts (see 
Running the Program).  Note that the MATLAB filenames can be changed to suit the user’s 
needs, and these files save all necessary information in the proper format for the program. 
 
1.1 Reading a Comma Separated File 
The program will read comma-separated files selected by the user in order to begin the 
frequency response analysis.  These comma separated files must be time histories that adhere to a 
specific format in order to be correctly read by the program.  Each “node” is one spatial location 
with a tri-axial instrument reading. The correct format is as follows: 
• The first column must contain time data. 
• The second column must contain x-direction information. 
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• The third column must contain y-direction information. 
• The fourth column must contain z-direction information. 
• The file must be named with three digits that represent the node number for which that 
file holds information (i.e. Use 001 for node 1 such that its time history is 001.csv). 
• The data must start at the first row: no headers may be present in the file. 
If data in any direction does not exist, zeroes should be filled in that column or it should be 
formatted such that column four contains z direction data even though y direction data is 
missing. Furthermore, x-direction data must exist, so a user must carefully choose axis 
nomenclature. The maximum number of nodes is currently set to 999. 
 
1.2 Changing the Program’s File Importing Format 
The program’s code can be directly altered in order to accommodate the importing of 
files that do not quite meet the column criteria above; however, the file naming scheme, the fact 
that column 1 is time, and no header must always be followed.  To change the import format, 




As shown, lines 12, 17, and 22 can all be altered in column 42.  These numbers determine which 
column is imported for the x, y, and z data, respectively.  Per the shown default, the x data will 
come from column 2 in the imported file while the y and z data will come from columns 3 and 4, 
respectively.   
 
1.3 Input for Structure’s Geometry 
Located in the default program directory, the StructProp.m file contains matrices so that 
the program can correctly draw the desired structural shape.  These matrices include the 
following: 
• Location Matrix LM 
• Connection Matrix CM 
• Sensor Connection Matrix Sensor_CM 
• Strain Energy Matrix SE  including Young’s Modulus Matrix, Moment of Inertia 
Matrix,  
• a 1x1 matrix containing maximum interested frequency Intfreq 
The Location Matrix, LM, is an Nx3 matrix of x, y, and z coordinates used to plot the 
basic shape of the structure being considered where N is the number of measured points plus the 
number of extra points used drawing the structure.  An example, using a square shape with 4 




For this example, all sides of the 
square and each of the 4 legs have the 
same length – 5 feet.  The Location 
Matrix is entered in order of each 
numbered node starting at node 1 and 
progressing to the final node (node 8 in 
this example).  Every point that should 
be drawn to form a basic image of the structure should be included in the Location Matrix. 
The Connection Matrix, CM, is an Nx2 matrix consisting of node numbers.  An example 
using the same square shape as the Location Matrix has been provided as follows: 
Each node of the Location Matrix will be 
used in the Connection Matrix in order 
for the program to “connect the dots” – 
draw lines from each node to a connected 
neighboring node – yielding an 
undeflected structural shape.   
The Sensor Connection Matrix, 
Sensor_CM, is an Nx2 matrix consisting of node numbers. This matrix distinguishes 
measurement nodes from nodes that exist solely to aid in the visualization of the structure.  An 
example using the same square shape has been provided below: 
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For this example, red dots represent 
sensor measurement nodes and white 
dots represent geometry visualization 
nodes. The Sensor Connection 
Matrix is similar to the Connection 
Matrix but is only interested in the 
connections between sensor nodes.  
This matrix is used when drawing operational deflected shapes (ODS) in the modesfunction.m 
portion of the program. For this example, the estimated mode shapes would display only the 
motion of the upper four corners as four points with four lines. 
The Strain Energy Matrix, SE, is an NxN matrix consisting of rows of node numbers.  An 
example using the square shape and adding a few sensor nodes in order for the strain energy 
method to be utilized has been provided as follows: 
The strain energy method 
requires that at least 4 nodes be 
in a straight line on the structure 
for the method to be employed.  
In this example, nodes 5 through 
9 and nodes 10 through 14 form 
two sensor rows that will be 
analyzed.  Any number of nodes over 4 that are in a straight line as well as any number of sensor 
rows can be analyzed by this method.  If there is not a line of at least 4 sensor nodes or the strain 
energy method is not desired, simply leave the matrix blank by entering  
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SE=[];          . 
 The Young’s Modulus Matrix as well as the Moment of Inertia Matrix are utilized by the 
strain energy method.  As their names suggest, these two matrices contain values for Young’s 
Modulus, E, as well as moment of inertia, I.  Each matrix is MxT where M is equal to the same 
number of rows present in the SE Matrix and T is the length of the longest SE matrix row.  So, 
following the above example, the E and I matrices would each be 2x5 since there are 2 rows in 
the SE matrix and there is at most 5 sensor nodes in a straight line used in the SE matrix.  Each 
number input into the E and I matrices corresponds to the value of Young’s Modulus or Moment 
of Inertia at the corresponding SE matrix point.  For example, if your structure was steel and 
your units used throughout the program was lbf and inches, then the E matrix would be: 
E=[30E6 30E6 30E6 30E6 30E6 
     30E6 30E6 30E6 30E6 30E6]; 
 Intfreq corresponds to the highest frequency of interest in Hertz (Hz) when plotting the 
program results.  If the user is only interested in frequencies below 250 Hz, then Intfreq should 
equal 250.  Each plot produced in the program will reflect this value. 
Once the StructProp.m file has been modified to accept the user’s unique data, the program is 






1.4 Loading Externally Generated Data  
The MATLAB program is capable of loading modal data generated by other programs, for 
example, the finite element program SAP2000. SAP2000 outputs must be reformatted and saved 
as .mat files in order to be used by the program.  The SAP2000 output must be saved as a .csv 
file to begin the import process.  Two separate SAP2000 output files are needed to import into 
the program in order to obtain all necessary information.  The first file should consist of modal 
deflections (Joint Displacements) and be formatted as follows: 
• The first column should contain the joint numbers. 
• The second column should contain the step numbers. 
• The third column should contain x-direction displacement information (U1). 
• The fourth column should contain y-direction displacement information (U2). 
• The fifth column should contain z-direction displacement information (U3). 
• Any columns after the fifth column are not important, but they usually contain rotation: 
R1, R2, and R3 in radians. 
The second output file from SAP2000 should consist of natural frequencies (Modal Periods and 
Frequencies) and be formatted such that the fifth column contains the natural frequencies for 
each mode in cycles per second (Hz).   
 A separate function saves the SAP2000 output as .mat files.  To begin this process, locate 
the FEread.m file and open it in the MATLAB editor.  There are 3 variables in the code that 
must be modified in order to work with the specific data that is being imported.  The first 
variable, SensorEquiv, is a 1xD matrix, where D is the number of nodes compared between the 
structure and model, containing the SAP2000 node numbers that correspond to the structure’s 
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node numbers.  To fill in this variable, start with the first structural node where a measurement 
will be taken and find the corresponding SAP2000 node.  This number will be the first value in 
the SensorEquiv matrix.  Continue in this manner for all sensor nodes.  The second variable, 
Sensor_Node, is a matrix identifying which sensors from the structure are being used.  This 1xG 
matrix, where G is the number of structural nodes, contains similar information to SensorEquiv 
except that node numbers are the structural nodes where measurements will be taken, rather than 
the finite element nodes.  The third variable, New_LM, is similar to the location matrix in the 
StructProp.m file, but is only interested in the location of the nodes where measurements will 
be taken.  To fill in this variable, input the location of each node used by SensorEquiv or 
Sensor_Node in order.  To simplify the process, take the location matrix from the StructProp.m 
file and remove the nodes that are not used. 
Once the external files are in the correct format and the three variables in FEread.m have 
been modified, run the FEread.m file to begin the import process.  The FEread.m file can also 
be modified to accept external output that is in a slightly different format.  Each file will contain 
a certain number of header rows when exported, for example, from SAP2000.  The default 
number of header rows is set to three, but this number could change depending on the options 
chosen in SAP2000 when exporting files.  To change the number of header rows, simply modify 
the numbers assigned to the variables rowh and rowh2 on lines 99 and 129, respectively.  Once 
FEread.m has been successfully run, the .mat files will be available for use in the program. This 





2. Running the Program 
First, ensure that MATLAB is using the correct directory containing the program components: 
 
Within the selected folder, the UserInterface.m file should be visible: 
Run UserInterface.m by either selecting the file and pressing 
the F9 button or by right clicking the file and selecting “Run” 












Follow the displayed directions, entering a matrix indicating in which directions measurements 
were taken.  For example, if there were measurements taken in only the x and z directions, the 
matrix would be [1,0,1].  This entry tells the program to only load x and z data and to generate 
zeroes for the y direction data.  Data must be triaxial in format, but if one channel is noise or 
does not exist, the 0 for the dirnum matrix will generate zeroes for that column.  Press enter. 
The command window should now display: 
 
 
2.1 Using External Data 
For information on how to save and prepare your external data, see Preparing SAP2000 Data.  
If using data from SAP2000 tables, type Y and press enter.  Otherwise, type N and press enter, 
then skip to the CSV Data section.   
The program will now ask if  SAP2000 data is being used for the baseline case.  If so, type Y and 
press enter.  A dialogue box will appear: to select your SAP2000 .mat file, allowing for easy 
importing of the data into the program.  Once the selected, click the file, and then click Open.   
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The program will now display the mode shapes from the given SAP2000 data.  Deflections may 
not be visible upon the first viewing, so the program will ask: 
 
If mode shape amplification is required, type Y and press enter.  Enter a magnitude for modal 
amplification; the program will cycle through a loop with this question until the user is satisfied 
with his/her amplification magnitude choice.  When satisfied, type N and press enter.  The 
program automatically saves these shapes as .mat files in the operating directory.  Depending 
upon mode set, the filenames will be damagedx or undamagedx where x corresponds to the 
mode’s number (as chosen by either SAP2000 or, in the case of .csv data, the user).   
 
2.2 CSV Data 
If the user answers “N” to using SAP2000 data, two options are available for data selection. The 
Command Window will display the following: 
 
Answering “Y” means that the user has already satisfactorily run the program and stored data: 
see Import from a Previous Program Run. Answering “N” means the .csv data needs initial 




2.2.1 Importing from a Previous Program Run 
If prior run data is used, a “Y” will generate a window prompting the user to select the 
undamaged case file that the program stored from the previous run: 
 
The program will automatically store this file in the active directory under the name 
undamaged.mat.  Select this file or choose an appropriate file if it has been renamed. 
The program will now display the structure’s mode shapes based on previous inputs and ask the 
user if they require further amplification: 
 
The mode shapes may require amplification in order to view the structure’s movement on the 
graph.  If this is required, type Y and press enter.  If satisifed with the plots, type N and press 
enter.   





2.2.2 Importing CSV Data for Modal Analysis 
If the program has not been run before or the results were unsatisfactory, an “N” response is the 
proper selection.  The program will now prompt the user to “Press enter to choose your 
undamaged (baseline) sensor data (.csv).”  Press enter at this prompt to open the file browser 
dialog box: find and import all necessary .csv sensor files.  The following dialog box should 
appear: 
 
Browse to the correct folder in which the data files are stored.  All files that correspond to nodal 
points should be selected.  To select multiple files, click the first one in the list, hold down Shift, 
then click the last one in the list.  If there are extra files in between that should not be imported, 
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hold down Ctrl and click each pertinent file individually.  After all sensor files have been 
selected, click Open to import them into the program. 
The program will now go through the same steps to import data for the damaged case (see CSV 
Data). 
 
2.3 Inputs for Modal Analysis 
After all data has been imported, the program will enter the modesfunction.m subroutine.  Upon 
entering the subroutine, the screen should display information for the undamaged case unless 
imported.  The subroutine will then start again to run for the damaged case. 
Upon starting the subroutine, information will be displayed for the imported files: 
nsamples: number of samples found in the imported data files 
range: time between each data point in seconds 
fs: sample frequency (1/range) in cycles per second 
The program will now prompt the user, asking “Would you like to run a 
filter on your data? (Y/N).”   In order to change filter options, the code must 
be edited to accommodate the user’s needs.  To change options for the filter, open the 





2.4 Altering the Filter Code 
The code will display as follows: 
 
There are several available options for filtering the data signals.  The two coded options 
are lowpass and bandstop filters.  A lowpass filter will pass through all frequencies below a set 
value while stopping those frequencies above the set value.  To change the lowpass set value (set 
to 160 Hz above), alter the value assigned to the variable lowpass (3) in the as shown in the 
proceeding image.  A bandstop filter will pass through most frequencies but will reduce the 
intensity of frequencies in a certain range.  To alter this range (and filter out specific interfering 
frequencies), alter the values assigned to the variable for the numbers 1 and 2 in the picture 
above.  The low_filt variable (1) is the frequency around which the filtering will take place.  The 
tolerance variable (2) is how much to the left or right of the frequency is filtered.  For example, 
in the above code, the filter would take place from 4.645 to 4.655 Hz.  Different filter options 
include Chebyshev, Butterworth, and Elliptical.  Some pre-programmed filters are included in 






Note that filtering can introduce errors into modal signal processing. The frequency response of 
any applied filter should be known before application herein. For example, filter artifacts can 
cause false natural frequency shifts. 
2.5 Plotting the Time History 
After passing through any filtering, the program will plot the time histories for each 
channel on a single graph as shown in the 
figure.  This visual check can be helpful for 
ensuring that the proper files were selected.  
The MATLAB command window will also 
display important information about the data 
files as well as the upcoming Fourier 
transform.   
First, the program will display the 
default number of points that will be used for the fast Fourier transform (FFT), 220.  This number 
can be either accepted or changed at the next user prompt and should be selected carefully.  This 
number represents the frequency resolution within the upper range of the data acquisition 
equipment: herein, the National Instruments CompactDAQ has an upper limit of 50,000 samples 
per second. A small number of points, say 212, will cause a large frequency interval that will 
obscure smaller frequency peaks. A large number of points, say 222, will generate a tiny 
frequency interval that will tie up the computer’s memory for hours, if not crash it. 
Next, the program will display the maximum detectable frequency in Hertz that can be 
determined by the FFT.  This is the Nyquist frequency: half of the sample rate of the discrete 
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time signals that have been imported.  Finally, the program will prompt the user if the frequency 
resolution is satisfactory at its current level.  If the frequency resolution is satisfactory, type Y 
and then press Enter.   
If the resolution is not satisfactory, type N and then press Enter.  The program will 
prompt the user to input a new value, changing the number of points used in the FFT.  For a 
higher resolution, a larger number should be used.  To complete the input, type a new number 
corresponding to the power to which 2 will be raised and then press Enter.  The program will 
ask if the frequency resolution is satisfactory, starting the loop again, until the user answers with 
Y. 
 
2.6 Windowing the Time Data 
The program will then prompt the user indicating that windowing has been enabled and 
asking the user to input a number corresponding to the window that they would like to use.  As 
with signal noise, closely spaced peaks can obscure frequency characteristics.  During the 
program’s inception, windowing was found to be a superior method to filtering for altering 





Each window will now be briefly explored and its shape plotted.  The length for each window 
plot shall consist of 100 points in order to display the window’s basic shape. The user would 
select a window that best represents with shape of his/her own time histories. 
1. Hanning Window 
The coefficients of the Hanning window are computed by the equation  𝑤(𝑛) =0.5 �1 − cos �2𝜋 𝑛
𝑁




2. Bartlett Window 
The coefficients of the Bartlett window are computed by the equations       
𝑤(𝑛) = 2𝑛
𝑁
, 0 ≤ 𝑛 ≤ 𝑁
2




3. Hamming Window 
The coefficients of the Hamming window are computed by the equation     
𝑤(𝑛) = 0.54 − 0.46 cos �2𝜋 𝑛
𝑁




4. Blackman-Harris Window 
The coefficients of the Blackman-Harris window are computed by the equation 
𝑤(𝑛) = 𝑎0 − 𝑎1 cos �2𝜋𝑛𝑁 � + 𝑎2 cos �4𝜋𝑛𝑁 � − 𝑎3 cos �6𝜋𝑛𝑁 �  where  a0 = 0.35786, 





5. Tukey Window 
A Tukey window is a combination of the rectangular window and Hanning 
window.  If the Tukey window is selected, a prompt will display asking for a value for 
the variable rtuk.  The first and last rtuk/2 percent of the samples will be equal to parts 
of cosine while values in between are equal to 1.  The coefficients of the Tukey window 







12 �1 + cos �2𝜋𝑟 �𝑛 − 𝑟2���                       0 ≤ 𝑛 ≤ 𝑟2         1                                                                  𝑟2 ≤ 𝑛 ≤ 1 − 𝑟212 �1 + cos �2𝜋𝑟 �𝑛 − 1 + 𝑟2���               1 − 𝑟2 ≤ 𝑛 ≤ 1
  
and the plotted result can be seen below (with the default of rtuk=0.5): 
 
6. Kaiser Window 
The Kaiser window maximizes the ratio of the mainlobe energy to the sidelobe 
energy.  The variable betakais controls the sidelobe height of the Kaiser window.  The 
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program will prompt the user to enter a value for betakais whenever that window is 
chosen (the default value is 0.5).  The coefficients of the Kaiser window are computed by 
the equation where I0 is a zero-order modified Bessel function of the first kind and β is 








𝐼0 �𝛽�1 − � 𝑛𝑁/2�2�
𝐼0(𝛽) ,                 0 ≤ 𝑛 ≤ 𝑁0,                                                     𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒
     
 
The plotted result can be seen below for 4 different beta values: 
 
These plotted values give an idea of the shape of the window and should be chosen based 




7. Taylor Window 
The Taylor window provides a window with non-normalized coefficients which 
can increase the weight of portions of the data.  The default taylorwin function is used 
from MATLAB’s Signal Processing Toolbox which specifies 4 equal height sidelobes 
and -30 for the maximum sidelobe level.  The plot of this default Taylor window can be 
seen below: 
 
8. Chebyshev Window: 
The Chebyshev window provides a column vector of coefficients whose Fourier 
transform sidelobe magnitude is chebmag dB below the mainlobe magnitude where 
chebmag is a variable prompted by the program for the user to define.  The default value 




9. Gaussian Window: 
The coefficients for the Gaussian window are calculated from the following 





  and α is inversely proportional to the 
standard deviation of a Gaussian random variable.  A larger value of α produces a more 
narrow window and a smaller value of α produces a wider window.  The default value for 




10. Parzen Window 
The Parzen window is a piecewise cubic approximation of Gaussian windows.  












⎧1 − 6� |𝑛|
𝑁/2�2 + 6� |𝑛|𝑁/2�3 ,                0 ≤ |𝑛| ≤ (𝑁 − 1)4             2�1 − |𝑛|
𝑁/2�3 ,                                        (𝑁 − 1)4 ≤ |𝑛| ≤ (𝑁 − 1)2   




11. Rectangular Window 
The rectangular window is equivalent to no window at all, but can also be used to 
shorten the time history if cropping has not been used already.  If a rectangular window is 
selected, the program will prompt the user by asking, “Would you like to specify a length 
for the rectangular window?”  If the user enters Y, the program will prompt the user 
asking for a number to use as the new window length.  The default length is the length of 
the time history, N.  A plot of the rectangular window is included below for completeness 




2.7 Choosing Frequency Peaks 
After choosing if windowing is used on the time history data, the program will deliver 
three plots.  Each of the three plots are frequency responses of the structure and are described 
below.    
For each of the three figures, the x-direction will be represented by blue traces, the y-
direction will be represented by red traces, and the z-direction will be represented by green 
traces. A single black trace represents a cumulative trace, the sum of all traces in all directions. 
The first plot, Figure 100, consists of each frequency response plotted on the same graph 
for each direction.  For example, if 55 files are imported for use into the program, this plot will 




This plot can help the user visualize the structure’s response to excitations in each direction by 
displaying each direction’s magnitude relative to the others. In the example shown, the green z-
direction traces are dominant. 





The traces in Figure 215 are the original unaltered traces for each node.  The final subplot is the 
sum of each trace from the other three subplots above it.   
The third plot, Figure 216, contains the same information as Figure 215 with each trace’s 





The traces for the first 3 subplots – the x, y, and z-directions – are each normalized to their own 
maximum values.  This normalization raises the peaks present in some of the traces with smaller 
magnitudes so that they can be viewed at the same scale as the traces with larger magnitudes.  
The final subplot contains the same cumulative trace as Figure 215, but this trace is calculated 
using the window chosen in the previous program step applied to the imported time histories. 
In each of the frequency traces, peaks exist at certain frequencies that can correspond to 
modal shapes of the structure.  In this section of the program, Figures 215 and 216 will be used 
to choose peaks that will be input into the program.  Each figure can be manipulated by using the 
magnifying glasses and pan tool (  ) in order to find each peak. Some peaks may be 
dwarfed and not readily visible because of other peaks on the graph with much larger 
magnitudes. Thus, the user should be sure to analyze any potential peak in either the 




individual traces to see if a dominant peak in any single direction may be obscured. Inspect each 
peak, and select lower and upper frequencies that bound the peak.  
The command window itself prompts the user by asking, “Do you have a frequency range 
with a single peak to provide? Y or N.”  Type Y and press enter in order to begin entering the 
frequency ranges that were observed from the previous paragraph.    Enter its range in Hz into 
the program at the prompt, ensuring that it is enclosed in brackets. For example, a peak between 
100 and 102.5 Hz would be entered as [100,102.5]. The program will then prompt the user by 
asking “Would you like to search for natural frequencies on the UNWINDOWED data (1) or the 
WINDOWED data (2)?”  If the unwindowed traces (any of the traces except the final subplot on 
Figure 216) have been used to determine the frequency ranges, type 1 and then press Enter.  If 
the windowed trace (the final subplot on Figure 216) has been used to determine the frequency 
ranges, type 2 and then press Enter.  The program will search the cumulative trace between the 
two numbers entered for the maximum magnitude. Note that this simple search is another reason 
to have small frequency resolutions in the FFT command step.  Once the maximum magnitude is 
found, the corresponding frequency and the imaginary value at that frequency are stored for use 
in later steps of the program.  After all feasible ranges have been entered and the program asks, 
“Do you have a frequency range with a single peak to provide? Y or N,” type N and then press 
Enter.   
The program will now display the located peaks corresponding to the entered ranges.  
Each of the entered frequencies as well as the maximum frequency for each range will also be 
displayed to the command window.  The program will also provide a graph of the cumulative 
unwindowed trace with a blue “x” at each maximum frequency.  An example with four natural 




The program will then provide the user with a second chance by asking, “Do you now 
need to further refine the frequency ranges?  Y or N.”  If another peak is noticed that has not 
been entered or the frequency ranges are otherwise unsatisfactory, type Y and press Enter.  This 
will start the peak-picking step over from the beginning, requiring all steps to be repeated.  If the 
ranges are satisfactory, however, type N and press Enter.  The program will now produce 
operational deflected shapes for the structure based upon the chosen frequencies. 
 
2.8 Operational Deflected Shapes 
For each selected frequency range, the program will now produce plots of the operational 
deflected shape (ODS) at each peak frequency.  The displayed plot will have four subplots: a 
three-dimensional isometric view and three orthogonal views. Once all of the shapes have been 
plotted, the program will prompt the user by asking, “Do you require amplification of the mode 
shapes?  Y or N.”  At this time, look at each ODS and see if any deflection is visible in the plots.  




Since the amplitude of this shape is too small to visualize deflection, type Y and press Enter.  
The program will then prompt the user by asking, “What amplification factor do you wish?”  
Enter any positive number for the amplification factor and press Enter.  For the example above, 
the amplification factor chosen was 1,000,000 or 1E6 since the ODS values were miniscule. The 




With a corrected amplification factor, the ODS of the structure should show enough 
deflection without dwarfing the outline of the original shape, as shown above.  Once the new 
shapes have been drawn with the amplification factor, the program will again prompt the user by 
asking, “Do you require amplification of the mode shapes?  Y or N.”  If the amplification factor 
chosen is satisfactory, type N and press Enter.  If the amplification factor chosen is not 
satisfactory or can be better defined, type Y and press Enter.  The program will now go through 
the amplification process again until N is entered.  After N has been entered, the program will 
prompt the user by asking, “Do your mode shapes appear correct?  Y or N.”  Type Y and press 
Enter.  The program will now save figure files for each ODS in the working directory as well as 
a .mat file containing the values for importing into the program if it is run again (so that modal 
decomposition can be skipped). 
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This completes the undamaged (baseline) modal decomposition. The program will now 
loop back to the Inputs for Modal Analysis section until the same steps have been followed for 
the damaged case. 
 
3. Damage Indices 
After determining the mode shapes for the undamaged case and the damaged case, the 
program will then prompt the user by asking, “Please enter a matrix indicating the number for 
the undamaged mode shape that corresponds to the damaged mode shape - (i.e. [1 1;2 2;3 3;4 
4]): .”  For this input, the user needs to have spent time coordinating the undamaged to damaged 
modes.  The numbers of each coordination mode must be recorded, and note that rarely will all 
modes coordinate.  Follow the Command Window directions to indicate which mode shapes are 
correlated to one another.  The modes can be input in any order.   
After matching each mode to the corresponding mode, the program will output the 
ultimate results: damage indices.  Each damage index will be briefly discussed with example 
plots at the end of the section. 
 
3.1 Modal Assurance Criterion (MAC) 
o Uses the variables dms and udms to provide one possible damage indicator. 
o The value for the modal assurance criterion is determined by applying the 





where ϕi is the undamaged mode shape for the ith mode and ϕi* is the damaged 
mode shape for the ith mode.  The result is an ix1 matrix with values for the 
correlation of each mode. 
o MAC is a measure of the correlation between the two mode shapes.  A value of 1 
represents full correlation (no damage) whereas a value of 0 represents no 
correlation (possibility of major damage). 
 
3.2 Coordinated Modal Assurance Criterion (COMAC) 
o Uses the variables dms and udms to provide one possible damage indicator. 
o The value for the coordinate modal assurance criterion is determined by applying 
the formula below.  The result is a 1xj matrix with values for the correlation of 
each point: 
 
where ϕij is the undamaged mode shape and ϕij* is the damaged mode shape 
representing the ith modes displacement at node j. 
o COMAC is the measure of the correlation between points, j, after summing over 
all modes, m.  Like MAC, a value of one represents full correlation (no damage) 






o Uses the variables dms, udms, dwnat, and udwnat to provide three possible 
damage indicators. 
o A proportional flexibility matrix is found for both the damaged and undamaged 
cases as proposed by Huth et al. [34].  The inverse of the square of the natural 
frequency is multiplied by the square of each point’s value to determine this 
proportional flexibility matrix as follows: 
 
where Fij is the proportional flexibility matrix, ϕij is the mode shape representing 
the ith mode’s displacement at node j, and ωi is the natural frequency 
corresponding to the ith mode. 
o The proportional flexibility matrix can then be used in three possible damage 
indicators: 
 Absolute Difference – Subtracting the proportional flexibility matrix of 
the undamaged structure from the proportional flexibility matrix of the 
damaged structure and taking the absolute value.  The largest values of 
absolute change represent possible locations of damage. 
∆𝑭𝒊𝒋 = �𝑭𝒊𝒋∗ − 𝑭𝒊𝒋� 
where ΔFij is the absolute difference of the damaged proportional 




 Percent Difference – Taking the absolute value of the difference between 
the proportional flexibility matrices of the damaged and undamaged cases 
and dividing that value by the proportional flexibility matrix of the 
undamaged structure.  The largest values of percent change represent 
possible locations of damage. 
𝑷𝑫𝑭𝒊𝒋 = �𝑭𝒊𝒋∗ − 𝑭𝒊𝒋�𝑭𝒊𝒋  
 Normalized Modal Flexibility Index (ZMFI) – Determining the Modal 
Flexibility Index (MFIj) by finding the percent difference of the diagonal 
terms of the proportional flexibility matrix as shown below: 
𝑀𝐹𝐼𝑗 = �𝐹𝑗𝑗∗ − 𝐹𝑗𝑗�𝐹𝑗𝑗  
This value is then normalized to obtain the ZMFIj.  
𝑍𝑀𝐹𝐼𝑗 = 𝑀𝐹𝐼𝑗 − 𝜇𝑗𝜎𝑗  
 Values not within the range of -2 to 2 indicate possible damage locations 
with a 95% confidence level [35]. 
 
3.4 Curvature 
o Uses the variables dms, udms, and LM to provide four possible damage 
indicators. 
o The curvature of the mode shape is found by taking the second derivative of the 
modal displacement.  Central finite difference is used to find the second 
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derivative between the displacement points and forward and backward finite 
difference are used to find the first and last value, respectively. 
𝜿𝒊𝒋 = 𝝋𝒊(𝒋+𝟏) − 𝟐𝝋𝒊𝒋 + 𝝋𝒊(𝒋−𝟏)𝒉𝟐  
(2nd order Central Finite Difference) 
𝜿𝒊𝒋 = 𝝋𝒊(𝒋+𝟐) − 𝟐𝝋𝒊(𝒋+𝟏) + 𝝋𝒊𝒋𝒉𝟐  
(2nd order Forward Finite Difference) 
𝜿𝒊𝒋 = 𝝋𝒊(𝒋−𝟐) − 𝟐𝝋𝒊(𝒋−𝟏) + 𝝋𝒊𝒋𝒉𝟐  
(2nd order Backward Finite Difference) 
where 𝜅ij is the curvature of the ith mode at node j and ϕij is the mode shape 
representing the ith mode’s displacement at node j. 
o The curvature matrix can then be used in four possible damage indicators: 
 Absolute Difference – The absolute value of the difference between the 
curvature calculated using the damaged modal displacement and the 
curvature calculated using the undamaged modal displacement. 
∆𝜿𝒊𝒋 = �𝜿𝒊𝒋∗ − 𝜿𝒊𝒋� 
where Δ𝜅ij is the absolute difference of the curvature, 𝜅ij is the curvature of 
the undamaged mode, and 𝜅ij* is the curvature of the damaged mode for 




 Division – The damaged curvature divided by the undamaged curvature.  
(Gives a value for each node and each mode) 
𝒅𝒊𝒗𝜿𝒊𝒋 = 𝜿𝒊𝒋∗𝜿𝒊𝒋 
where div𝜅ij is the ratio of the curvature of the damaged curvature to the 
undamaged curvature for the ith mode at node j. 
 
 Total Division – Sum of all of the modes for the damaged curvature 
divided by the sum of all of the modes for the undamaged curvature.  
(This gives a value for each node.) 
𝒕𝒅𝒊𝒗𝜿𝒋 = ∑ 𝜿𝒊𝒋∗𝒎𝒊=𝟏∑ 𝜿𝒊𝒋𝒎𝒊=𝟏  
where tdiv𝜅j is the ratio of the curvature of the damaged curvature to the 
undamaged curvature for each node j. 
 
 COMAC – COMAC of the damaged and undamaged curvature matrices. 
𝑪𝑶𝑴𝑨𝑪 𝜿𝒋 = �∑ 𝜿𝒊𝒋𝜿𝒊𝒋∗𝒎𝒊=𝟏 �𝟐
∑ 𝜿𝒊𝒋𝟐
𝒎




where COMAC𝜅j is the COMAC value of the mode shape curvature for 
each node j. 
 
3.5 Strain Energy 
o Uses the variables dms, udms, E, and I to provide one possible damage indicator. 
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o The strain energy method used in the program is similar to the method used by 
Ndambi et al. [32] which assumes that the structure is composed entirely of Euler-
Bernoulli beams.  The strain energy of each beam is defined by the equation 
𝑼𝒊𝒋 = 𝟏𝟐� (𝑬𝑰)𝒋 �𝜹𝟐𝝋𝒊𝜹𝒙𝟐 �𝟐 𝒅𝒙𝒍𝒋𝟎  
where Uij represents the strain energy for the ith mode of the jth beam; E and I are 
Young’s modulus and moment of inertia, respectively; lj is the length of member 
j; and ϕi is the ith mode shape.  The strain energy of each beam is then summed 
across all n beams, yielding 
𝑼𝒊 = 𝟏𝟐�� 𝑬𝑰�𝜹𝟐𝝋𝒊𝜹𝒙𝟐 �𝟐 𝒅𝒙𝒍𝒋𝟎𝒏𝒋=𝟏  
where Ui represents the strain energy of the structure for the ith mode.  After 
finding the structure’s strain energy for each mode, the fractional strain energy, 
FSE, is defined as 
𝑭𝑺𝑬𝒊𝒋 = 𝑼𝒊𝒋𝑼𝒊  
The FSE for both the damaged mode, FSEij*, and the undamaged mode, FSEij, can 
be summed over all modes and divided to yield a damage index, γj, such that 
𝜸𝒋 = ∑ 𝑭𝑺𝑬𝒊𝒋∗𝒎𝒊=𝟏∑ 𝑭𝑺𝑬𝒊𝒋𝒎𝒊=𝟏   
In order to better judge the severity of the damage, γj is normalized producing the 
normalized damage index, Zγj: 
𝒁𝜸𝒋 = 𝜸𝒋 − 𝝁𝜸𝒋𝝈𝜸𝒋  
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where μγj and σγj represent the mean and standard deviation of the γj distribution, 
respectively [28].  With the normalized damage index, outliers that do not fall 
within the bounds of -2 ≤ Zγj ≤ 2indicate possible damage locations with a 95% 
confidence level [37]. 
o Note that a line of at least four sensors is required for strain energy estimation. 
  
3.6 Mode Shape Area 
o Uses the variables dms, udms, and LM to provide one possible damage indicator. 
o The mode shape area is found by calculating the area underneath the mode shape 
curves.  The entire structure is split into Q parts to discretely integrate the mode 
shape, ϕi.  Each piece is then normalized with respect to the entire area underneath 
the curve for the healthy structure, yielding 





where ?̂?(𝜑𝑖) is the mode shape area index, ϕi and ϕi* are the damaged and 
undamaged mode shapes, lq is the length of the qth piece, and L is the total length 
of the mode shape in the x-coordinate. 
 
3.7 Damage Location Vector 
o Uses the variables frfmag and dfrfmag to provide one possible damage indicator. 
o The Damage Location Vector is found by subtracting the undamaged frequency 
response magnitude from the damaged frequency response magnitude.  The result 
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is then summed across all modes to obtain an indicator quantifying the 
fluctuations in the frequency response functions. 
𝑫𝑳𝑽𝒋 = ��𝑭𝑹𝑭𝒔𝒋∗ − 𝑭𝑹𝑭𝒔𝒋�𝑺
𝒔=𝟏
 
where DLV is the damage location vector index at any j point, FRFsj* is the 
magnitude of the FRF for the damaged case, and FRFsj is the magnitude of the 
FRF for the undamaged case for the sth frequency and jth node. 
 
3.8 Output Plotting 
Each damage index is saved to a specific variable name in the program as shown in the 
table below.   
Plotted Damage Indices 





COMAC COMAC COMACx COMACy COMACz 
Flexibility Normalized ZMFIx ZMFIy ZMFIz 
Curvature Subtraction Dkjx Dkjy Dkjz 
  COMAC COMACkx COMACky COMACkz 
Strain Energy Normalized zyjx zyjy zyjz 
DLV Subtraction DLVjx DLVjy DLVjz 
 
These are plotted to the screen for the user to view.  An example Damage Location 




Each direction (x, y, and z) for which data was collected has its own plot for every plotted 
damage index and, for example, if [1 0 1] was input as the directions measured matrix, the y plot 
would not appear. 
A plotted damage index will include a sketch of the structure’s geometry in light gray. 
The various colored dots represent various degrees of damage at each measurement point.  For 
example, in each subplot the top right hand corner node is a different color.  The node is blue 
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(30-50%) in the x direction, red (70-90%) for the y direction and magenta (50-70%) for the z 
direction.  These degrees of damage are defined by the program in the order shown as follows: 
Note that these percentages are arbitrary at this point 
in structural health research.  As with most aspects of 
the program, the degrees of damage can be modified 
by the user to suit a specific need.  To modify the 
damage scales, simply open the color_code.m file in 
the MATLAB Editor. Change the values located in 
the a matrix on line 9.  These values represent the upper limit for each color threshold.  
Customization can be further achieved by adding or subtracting the number of colors.  This 
method is more advanced, however, and would require the user to also modify the various “plot” 




















































































ADC1 – Paper under RHS 
 
 



























ADC2 – 1/16” 70D Rubber under RHS 
 
 





































ADC3 – 1/16” 70D Rubber under RHS 
 
 






































ADC4 – 1/16” 70D Rubber under RHS and 40D 
Rubber under LHS 
 
 





































SDC1 – Paper under Both Sides 
 
 



























SDC2 – 1/16” 70D Rubber under Both Sides 
 
 







































SDC3 – 1/16” 40D Rubber under Both Sides 
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